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Old Grand-Dad. 
Head of the Bourbon Family. 

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskeys. 86 proof and 1()() proof Bottled in Bond. Old Grand- Dad Distillery Co., Frankfort, Ky. 40601. 



THE 48·MONTH 
NEW CAR LOAN. 

ANOTHER FIRST FOR 
C&SBANK. 

It puts the car you really need within your monthly budget! 

Inflation can really put a strain on 
your monthly budget. But now, the new 
C&S 48-Month New Car Loan can keep 
monthly payments down to where you 
want them. 

Simple Interest 
The 48-Month New Car Loan gives 

you all the money-saving advantages of 

a C&S Simple Interest Loan. Make any 
payment a month early and you save 
that month's interest; or even a day early, 
and save that day's interest. 
Find out if you qualify. 

Get full details at any C&S Bank-or 
at any participating new car dealership 
in South Carolina. 

The Citizens and Southern National Bank of South Carolina Member FDIC 



291 Enterprises is youthful, dynamic people managing 
and operating various types of consumer service indus-

tries throughout the Carolinas and Georgia. It's people, 
excited and serious about what they're doing. 

Red Lobster • Bonanza • Sheraton • Maryland Fried Chicken • Hilton Town House 
Greenville, S.C. / Cayce, S.C. / Savannah, Ga./ Augusta, Ga./ Charlotte, N .C. / Columbia, S.C. / Raleigh, N .C. / Anderson, S.C. 
Spartanburg, S.C. / Greenwood, S.C. / Seneca, S.C. / Charleston, S.C. / Myrtle Beach, S.C. / Orangeburg, S.C. / Mauldin, S.C. 
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Picriccorn House, Inc. 
Fine Art and Framing 

Antique and Contemporary Paintings 
Prints and Seu! pture 

1601 RICHLAND STREET • COLUMBIA , S. C . 

PHONE 254-5481 

PO. Box 3040 Jekyll Island . Georg ia 31520 

readers't 
com1nen s 
What ideas, opinions and com

ments do you have about this issue 
of your magazine? We're anxious to 
hear what you think, so this col
umn is all yours-please drop us a 
line. 

[Let me express] my appreciation for 
the Pat Conroy interview and the article 
on the Hexenmiester . The question and 
answer format on Conroy was perfect 
because it allowed him to really say 
something. I felt I was in the room with 
the interviewers. But more importantly, 
the very subject matter represented depth 
not usually found in regional magazines 
(the travel and recipe magazines don't 
interest me, even though I occasionally 
write for them) . 

My husband once served a church at 
Port Royal and we therefore have a 
particular interest in Conroy's book . We 
had just taken our sons to see the movie 
when Sandlapper came out. Our 
14-year-old grabbed the Conroy article 
and read it to the end close to midnight. 

As if that timing weren't enough, the 
Hexenmeister story just spoke well to the 
current surging interest in the occult. 

CJfi,j;{l9/tie 

WALNUT GIZOVE 
PLANTATION 1765 
UP·t'Ll.JNIIS IrffilTA6I 

SPAQIANBURG ecrHl'IY 
~1']:{ cAROLIJi/A 

South of Spartanburg at intersection 
1-26 and U.S. 221. Open March l 
through November 30; December l 
through February 28 Sunday after
noons or by appointment. Hours Tues
day-Saturday ll-5;Sundays 2-5. Adults 
$2.00; students Sl.00. For informa
tion, call Spartanburg 576-6546, or 
write Walnut Grove Plantation, Rt. l, 
Roebuck, S.C. 29376. 

Sandlapper 
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Congratulations on an especially in
teresting issue. 

(Mrs.) Maryneal Jones 
News Bureau Director 
Furman University 
Greenville, South Carolina 

Thank you very much for sending me 
back the prints of Col. Simkins as a cadet 
and as a great old character. 

Your lay-out of the article [ on Col. 
William Simkins] was beautiful: the very 
down-South Low.Country silhouette of 
the cadet gun-crew, the cadet picture in 
matching oval above the one taken so 
long after, the modern picture of the 
artist working on the mural on a different 
page to offer further illustration without 
changing the mood .. . thank you very 
much . 

Once upon a time an editor's invita-
tion to send in again would have sent me 
into a dither of production ... when I 
lived in New Orleans before my marriage, 
as an English teacher at Newcomb Col
lege, I really thought I'd be a professional 
writer eventually. A fair number of arti
cles and quite a lot of poetry were 
accepted here and there . .. the poetry 
mostly sonnets in The Sewanee Review 
and The Southwest Review . . . but 
sonnets have gone into an eclipse! 

It's been fun this past week to have 
various Charleston ians come up to me 
and comment; you know how pleasant it 
is to have a reading public. At the home 
of one of my sons the magazine was 
received as another piece of come-to
South.Carol ina propaganda from me ... 
and when some time later the article was 
discovered, it caused much excitement. A 
16-year-old grandson who regards history 
as for the birds and unimaginable before 
WWI I was really shaken! 

Miriam B. Keeler 
Charleston, South Carolina 

In response to your column concern
ing bumper stickers (May 1974), I would 
like to share one with you. This one was 
seen on a car parked in the parking lot of 
a local Jewish synogogue: "Honk If You 
Love Moses". 

My husband and I enjoy your column 
and eagerly await the arrival of our copy 
of Sandlapper each month . The only 
complaint about the magazine is that it 
makes us almost unbearably homesick, 
and we long for the day when we can 
retire and return to South Carolina. 

Elizabeth Bailey 
Overland Park, Kansas 
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YO() L 00)( !!KC tqtJ #ff!} 
A VACATION,! ~ 

This advice has just saved you a costly trip to your psychiatrist ... who would 
have told you the same thing . And , with the money we 've just saved you, you 
can afford to take one! It's a little weekend of fun and relaxation at the elegant 
White House Inn, in the heart of downtown Atlanta, and it's all tied together in 
a nifty package that includes three days and two nights in deluxe room accom
modations, a full dinner (with cocktail) , a piping hot Southern breakfast each 
morning, and a marvelous tour. But please don 't tell your doctor the 
price, ($43.85 per person, double occupancy) . You might ruin his practice ... to 
say nothing of his frame of mind. 

The White House Inn 
Call the White House Weekend Reservationist 

Collect (404) 659-2660. 
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ecstasy 
. . 
1n music ... 

WXTC *FM* Stereo 97 
Charleston, S.C. 



from behind ,,, 
the palmet~ 

There are a lot of things to see and do in South Carolina during the 
vacation season: beaches, mountains, state parks and camping. We thought we 
would find a few different sorts of vacation places and present them to you in 
a "Vacation Issue" this month . 

July is Agriculture Month, and we observe the occasion by taking a look-at 
South Carolina's rapidly growing egg industry. Egg-producing farmers (well, 
the owners of the hens) have answered the old question about which comes 
first, the chicken or the egg. Now, if Pat Black, who wrote this article, would 
only find out why the chicken crossed the road, we'd be in business . 

lll: 
..=.- , _ 

' - ,, .J 

i -. \_ . * 
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' .L. \ - . ~ - \ _ . ~ 
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The travelers who stopped off in the 
Burt House in Abbeville weren't vacation
ers- they were Jefferson Davis and his 
cabinet trying to escape the Union forces 
after Lee's surrender. The stage of the 
Abbeville Opera House provided the 
setting for some of the most famous 
vaudeville acts of its time, on their way 
from Atlanta to Richmond. Long collect
ing dust in years of disuse, the Abbeville 
Opera House is now undergoing restora-

tion. Local citizens have worked to renew the old stagecraft of those bygone 
days, and a lot of travelers make excursions to the old theatre to watch the 
work. Ellen Henderson tells why . 

The glory of the Blue Ridge mountains is the 
subject of a photo essay by Edwin H. Stone and 
a suite of poems by Dr. Ed Minus of Wofford 
College. The Blue Ridge mountains are among 
the oldest in the world, and their wooden 
slopes have felt the footfall of Indians, back
woodsmen, renegades and vacationers. The 
mountains sit in passive judgment to the doings 
of mankind. No South Carolina travel program 
is complete without the mountains. 

July 1974 

Cover: Since Bill Weekes is an outdoors writer, 
we figured that anything on the finer points of 
stalking the blue crab (shades of Euell Gib
bons!) would be worthwhile information for 
beach-nuts. Weekes suggests that, for sheer 
exhilaration of the hunt, crabbers should forget 
about strings and chicken necks and actually 
get out and chase the little brigands. And what 
do you do with them after you get them? 
Myrna Rodriguez of the S.C. Arts Commission 
suggests a heaping helping of paella, which is 
something like the national dish of Spain. Wash 
it down with Sangria and you'll probably shout 
Ole! Photo by Bill Weekes. 

The 
Spirit 

of 
Charleston 

at 

J£liz11bctl1 ®'1rill ;tlerner 
ffetubio 

Wrabb j&treet :Jilres• 

38 'a!rabh ~tree! 
(l!J1urleoton, ~011!11 Qlurolinu 

29401 

ETCHING REPRODUCTIONS 

"The Rector's Piazza" 
9Y:." X 10 3/8" 

"In the Shadow of St. Michael's" 

$15.00 

97/8"x117/8" $15.00 
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THE MYRTLE BEACH HILTON 
THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT ON THE 
GRAND STRAND. THERE'S · , 
NOTHING LIKE IT ANYWHERE. \:' -i 
Vacation in a special, year-round, 
complete resort world. Golf on our 
own Arcadian Shores Club, an 18-
hole course that is as challenging 
as it is beautiful. Relax on the widest 
most unspoiled beach along the 
Grand Strand. Play tennis on one of 
our six all-weather courts. Lounge 
poolside with refreshments from our 
Pool Terrace Cafe and bar. Stroll 
through the color, light and excite
ment of our 14-story atrium lobby. 
Your private world is one of our 390 

spacious rooms or penthouses. ~ 
All with a balcony overlooking the 
Atlantic. One of our four restaurants 
is suspended 15 floors up, has a 
breathtaking view, a stainless steel 
dance floor, a mirrored ceiling and 
truly professional entertainment. 
Different? Of course. Who wants an 
ordinary vacation? And the best 
port of it all is that special brand of 
Hilton hospitality that makes your 
stay so carefree. 

~------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Opening in early summer. Accepting reservations now. 
The Myrtle Beach Hilton 
Arcadian Shores, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577 
Please send more information on your resort for all seasons. 

Name Address ________ _ 

City _ ______ State _______ Zip _ _ _ _ 
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At home and on the go with sandlapper. 
dining out 

The Capitol Restaurant 

Authentic, turn -of-the-century 
restaurants are hard to find, unless you 
look on Columbia's Main Street. There 
you'll find the Capitol Restaurant, 
which has been described as "a piece 
of history." 

Zachary (Jack) John Siokos found
ed this restaurant, originally named 
the Capitol Cafe, in 1905, in partner
ship with some fellow Greek immi
grants from Athens. Until then there 
were only small lunch stands in that 
area of Columbia. The new cafe stayed 
open 24 hours a day and featured a 
number of full course, 25-cent meals. 

Mrs. Siokos, the present owner of 
the cafe, proudly describes her place as 
a "part of the old culture and a spot of 
historical interest." She likes to 
reminisce about the old days, when 
men like J. M. Blalock, the former 
president of the State-Record Co., 
regularly came by. In fact, Blalock 
became so accustomed to the cafe' that 
he hardly paid attention to where he 
was going and kidded Mrs. Siokos that 
if she ever moved the doorway, he 
would probably knock himself un
conscious walking out. 

Memorabilia provide most of the 
cafe's decor. A portrait of the former 
owner hangs behind the cash register, 
and on both sides of the antique 
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cigarette case behind the front counter 
are networks of shelves filled with 
mementos and souvenirs from out-of
state admirers. 

The cafe' does not strive to appeal 
to any one group of people. Indeed, 
one of its intriguing features is the 
universality of its clientele. The cus
tomers come from all walks of life, 
wearing anything from suits to work 
clothes and jeans. 

Tuesday nights are special at the 
Capitol. A loudspeaker system is set 
up in the back of the dining area, and 
a group sits around three white linen
covered tables to chat, to tell jokes 
and to sing old favorite songs. "I can't 
remember when it all started," said 
Mrs. Siokos. Lewis Moss, chairman of 
the S.C. Public Service Commission, is 
usually master of ceremonies. He re
ceives no money for his services, but 
he says that, "If I didn't get to sing, I 
would just bust." 

The specialties of the house are 
steak and eggs for breakfast; a ham
burger steak meal ($1.60) for lunch; 
and the Capitol K.C. steak ($5.50) and 
a Greek salad for dinner. The menu 
includes only "staples" at reasonable 
prices. Complete meals with a choice 
of three vegetables range from $1.75 
to $2.50. 

In the midst of downtown moderni
zation the Capitol Restaurant has 
preserved its historical character and 
avoided the frippery of modern com
mercialism. Here you can find a good 
meal at moderate prices, any time of 
the day or night. The atmosphere is 
"down home" and old Southern. 

Bill Sydnor is a free-lance writer from 
Columbia. 

of peacoc:~d lilies 

Riverbanks Zoo 

I considered entitling this column 
"A Case Study in Public Relations" or 
"How Not to Open A Zoo" but 
managed to restrain my initial instinct, 
since Sandlapper seems to prefer short, 
succinct titles rather than long in
volved ones. But, short of the Nixon 
Administration, it is hard to think of 
an organization which has made so 
many poor or unpopular decisions as 
the Riverbanks Zoo. 

I know what you are probably 
thinking: "Here goes that nasty smart
alecky old Buck Miller again ... he 
seems to hate zoos along with an awful 
lot of other things." Wrong. I like 
zoos. And I think South Carolina will 
probably have a very nice zoo called 
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the Riverbanks Zoological Park-some
day. We just don't have one yet. 

To begin at the beginning, as 
Dickens was fond of saying, the zoo 
has been a long time coming and has 
had the support of just about every
body. Prime movers of the push to get 
a zoo started were the Columbia 
Zoological Society, a private group 
interested in developing a zoo. They 
gave 16% acres of land at the River
banks site and $43,000. School 
children conducted a "Zoo's Who" 
campaign back in the '60s. The move
ment continued to gain the momen
tum and funding necessary for realiza
tion- an appropriation of $6 million 
by the City of Columbia and Richland 
and Lexington counties; legislation 
establishing a Riverbanks Park Com
mission; extensive site acreage leased 
at $1 a year as a public service 
function of South Carolina Electric 
and Gas Co.; gifts of animals pledged 
by schools, organizations, businesses, 
clubs and individuals; and additional 
legislative funding when it was needed. 
All in all, from beginning to end, the 
zoo project has had the support of just 
about everybody and opposition from 
almost no one. After all, who wouldn't 
want a zoo? 

That is what makes it so amazing 
that the zoo has, to use that famous 
political pun as an analogy, managed 
to snatch a bad image from the jaws of 
overwhelming support by a series of 
excrutiatingly bad decisions and poor 
choices. I am sure there are others of 
which I am unaware, but here are a 
few of the more obvious ones. 

First, it was an enormous mistake 
to open the zoo too early. Al I right, so 
we have been waiting for a decade for 
a zoological park to become a reality 
and two and a half years since con
struction actually began . If people 
have waited that long, they could 
certainly have waited another two, 
three or four months. It would have 
been necessary simply to say "Sorry 
fol ks, the zoo is not completed yet. 
We have had problems of various 
kinds, and it will be necessary to delay 
the opening." Although it would not 
have been a popular statement it 
would have had a certain kind of 
honesty about it. An alternative to 
delaying the opening would have been 
to admit that the zoo was incomplete 
but that it was going to go ahead and 
open anyway and charge those who 
simply couldn't wait any longer a 
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modest fee of, say, 50 cents for adults 
and 25 cents for children. 

All of the advance publicity which I 
read stated that the zoo would be 
approxim_ately 80 percent complete by 
opening day. Balderdash! Maybe the 
physical plant is ready, but seeing a 
zoo without animals is like going to a 
restaurant and eating the menu instead 
of the food. The day I went to see it 
few animals were in evidence to war
rant the standard admission price. 

The main issue is the price of 
admission. While it would be great to 
have a free zoo, the zoo must have 
some source of operating funds. It 
would be unfair to place this burden 
on the taxpayers of Columbia and 
Richland and Lexington counties for 
something which is basically a state
wide facility. It would also be un
fortunate to place the operating fund
ing burden on the legislature. Thus, an 
admissions charge seems to be the best 
logical answer. Supposedly the zoo 
administration projected anticipated 
attendance and came up with an ad
mission price of $2.25 for adults and 
$1.25 for children under age 12, with 
children under three admitted free. 
This means that a family of four-two 
adults and two children (over the age 
of three) would have to pay $7.00 just 
for admission. And let's face it, part of 
going to a place I ike a zoo is buying 
popcorn, peanuts, perhaps a balloon 
and souvenirs or snacks- all of which 
would push the bill to $10.00 or more . 
Thus, a trip to the zoo for even a small 
family is not an inexpensive outing; 
and for a fairly large family it could 
end up in a considerable cash outlay. 
The cost of admission will undoubted
ly cut down on attendance figures, and 
what the zoo gains through the higher 
admission price it will probably lose in 
people who can't afford the price. 
Zoos are places that people usually 
visit more than once a year-but 
probably not at such exorbitant prices. 
There is also a potential loss on con
cessions money from those people 
who will not be attending at all or not 
coming back. All in all, a real botch. 

But of course the botching doesn't 
end there . When criticism of the cost 
of admission began to surface, the zoo 
announced a family plan by which 
families can attend at a reduced ad
mission on the first and third Tuesdays 
of each month. I personally resent that 
reasoning because an outing to a zoo is 

(Continued on page 52) 

happenings 
All activities to be considered for 

the Calendar of Events must be sent 
directly to the Events Editor, Sand
lapper Press, Inc., P.O. Box 1668, 
Columbia, South Carolina 29202, 
no later than 45 days prior to the 
first of the month in which the 
activity will occur. 

theatre 

Th rough August 10 
MYRTLE BEACH-University of South Caro

lina Summer Theatre. 
JULY 

9-Septem ber 
GREENVILLE- Greenville Little Theatre 

Greenville Young People's Theatre Work
shop Summer Session. 

art 

JULY 
3-August 2 

CLEMSON - Clemson University, Rudolph Lee 
Gallery - "Architectural Thesis Exhibition 
1974," 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 

8-11 
COLUMBIA-Pine Shadow Pottery - Kiln Build

ing Workshop, Richard A. Baty of Virginia 
Commonwealth University of Richmond, 
Virginia, visiting. 

26-28 
GREENWOOD-Seventh Annual Festival of 

Flowers Art Show. 

miscellaneous 

Through November 30 
MYRTLE BEACH-21st Annual Grand Strand 

Fishing Rodeo. 
Through September 15 

CHARLESTON, BERKELEY, DORCHESTER 
COUNT I ES- Eighth Annual Charleston 
Trident Fishing Tournament. 

JULY 
4 

CHARLESTON-Charles Towne Landing- July 
4th Celebration, Fantastic Family Day. 

GEORGETOWN-Waterfront Off Front 
Street- Holiday Fireworks Display. 

Sand!apper 



Colonel 'Iaylorwas hard 
to get along with. 

That's why his Bourbon isn't. 

The old man could be 
an unholy terror. 

Colonel Edmund H. 
Taylor Jr. swore that his 
Bourbon would be the 

best in Kentucky. 
And if a bungler or a 

sloven stood in his way, ! 

the Colonel would as 
soon nail him to the wall. 

Ha cooper delivered 
some white-oak barrels 

that were a knot off perfect, 
the Colonel was the kind 

that'd grab an axe and stave 
in every barrel in the wagon. 

And if a hapless farmer tried to 

Bourbon County rattle. 
He could be a rough, 
tough, mean son-of-a 
something, our Colonel. 
But, oh, the Bourbon 
whiskey he made. 
Gentle on your tongue, 
soft in your gullet and 
as smooth as limestone 
rocks worn slick by 
spring water. 

We still make Old 
Taylor the slow, quality 

way the Colonel wanted 
it made. 

sneak less than choice small-grain 

Even now, 
we don't want 

to rile him. 
com past the Colonel, his fury, they say, 
could make every (\ window sash in old 

Old Taylor. His 
Bourbon. Try it. 

It took years to 
find water clear and 
crisp enough for the 
Colonel's Bourbon. 

OldTuylor. 
It's easy to get 
·· along with!. 

,. 
t "'; 

For one flawed barrel, 
Colonel Taylor might take 

an axe to the whole wagonload. 

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof, The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort & Louisville, Kentucky 



From 
the 

Attic 
-Photo courtesy W. G. Lyles Sr. 

to the High-Rise 

and Beyond 
By Lynn A. Gordon 
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It was a one-man office above Mc
Gregor's Drug Store in Columbia. 
With little more than a lot of nerve, 

W. G. Lyles Sr. hung out his shingle in 
1938, opening an architectural office that 
has now become a power in the South
east: LBC&W (Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle and 
Wolff). 

Bill Lyles' practice was interrupted 
two years later, when he was drafted. 
After spending five years in the Army, 

three-and-a-half years as chief of design 
for the chief engineer of the European 
Theatre of Operations and achieving the 
rank of colonel and the Legion of Merit 
Medal, Bill Lyles returned to Columbia. 
In 1946 he re-opened his practice over 
McGregor's Drug Store on Main Street. 

William A. Carlisle, a native of 
Spartanburg, was the first of the other 
principals to join Bill Lyles. Shortly 
thereafter, T . J. Bissett of Tampa, 
Fla., and Louis M. Wolff, a native of 
Allendale, joined the others. All were 
graduates of the Clemson school of 
architecture. 

The firm is, in a sense, a product of 
World War 11. Each of the other members 
had served with Bill Lyles at one time or 
another. They pooled their talents to face 
the stark reality of making a living follow
ing the war . Construction was at a virtual 
standstill, and the few commissions that 
became available were awarded to the 
older established firms. The four young 
architects, themselves ex-Gl's, turned to 
new federal housing programs which 
made possible larger and more sophisti
cated housing projects, providing signifi
cant incentive to builders. With the 
knowledge they had gained in the earlier 
program, Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle and Wolff 
became experts in housing, so much so 

~ that their services were sought by de
-g velopers throughout the Southeast. 
: The firm mushroomed with the post
~ war economy . McGregor's attic became 
c'.'.i too small; in 1949, the firm moved into 
:::· new quarters at 1321 Bull St. with a staff 
~ of about 20 people. 
·-_ Competent engineering services were 
2 scarce in Columbia at the time. Since all 
.:i" of its principals and most of its staff were 
~ architects, LBC&W found it necessary to 
~ work with firms in Augusta and Atlanta. 
8 It became apparent that to provide com
~ plete, quality services would require the 
it addition of engineering and other disci-
1 plines. The late Gilbert Rowe, an eminent 

structural engineer, was the first to join 
the firm. Fred Franklin came shortly 
afterwards and still serves as the firm's 
chief engineer as well as executive 
director of its Columbia Group Archi
tect-Engineer operations. It's surprising 
how many of the people who struggled 
with the problems of these formative 
years still play vital roles: Homer Black
well, executive director of Washington, 
Virginia and Maryland operations; Lin 
McNair, an assistant to the president; and 
Jack Williams, chief supervisor of Colum
bia operations, to name just a few. 

During the late '40s and early 'SOs 
there seemed to be no limit on the 
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Obviously, housing couldn't continue 
at such an accelerated rate forever- and it 
declined to a trickle during the early '50s. 
While concerned over the drop in the 
volume of work, the firm in a sense 
welcomed it because it had always 
seen the need to offer a diversified range 
of services. Fortunately , in 1951, Gov. 
James F. Byrnes signed the sales tax into 
law, which helped fund new schools in 
South Carolina. This provided another 
significant market for LBC&W. By the 
mid '50s LBC&W could count almost all 
types of buildings in its list of achieve
ments. 

The Bull Street office soon overflowed 
into several adjacent houses. Another 
building was constructed on the corner of 
Gervais and Barnwell streets and occupied 

"ti in 1960. This building was to be large 
C • 

\ii • • r ~ _ l enough to serve "for all time." But the 
~ ----.... /1-, firm soon outgrew it; in 1964 the build-
. 5 ing had to be expanded to half again its 

'O 

Lyles Sr., opposite, in his 
office above McGregor's Drug 
Store. Left center, W. G. Lyles 
Sr ., T. J . Bissett, W. A. Carlisle 
and Louis M. Wolff inspect a 
model of one of the firm's earli
est high-rise projects in Puerto 
Rico, 1948. Above, public 
housing high-rise in Greenville. 

demand for LBC&W's expertise in hous
ing. The first two post-war multistoried 
structures in Atlanta were LBC&W apart
ments. Cornell Arms and Claire Towers 
were among the first in Columbia, follow
ed by similar projects in Charleston, 
Augusta, Greenville and Puerto Rico. 
Altogether the firm did about 100,000 
housing units during this relatively short 
period of three or four years. 

From the very beginning the firm 
would settle for nothing less than highly 
qualified architects, engineers and plan
ners who were difficult to find in South 
Carolina in the numbers required. T. J. 
Bissett recalls making numerous trips to 
New York to recruit some senior design
ers and remembers one trip specifically: 
"Louis Wolff and I made a trip to New 
York in the early '50s. We screened some 
200 applicants and hired about 10. Only 
two or three stayed with us . I guess they 
thought life would be slow and easy in 
the South, but it took them only a week 
or so to find out differently." 
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o original size. Even th is soon became 
C;_ inadequate to a point that, before its 
~ most recent move, the firm's Columbia 
~ operations were scattered from Hampton 
'T Street to Senate Street in six structures 

and four trailers. 
As the staff grew in number and 

specialties, it became increasingly ap
parent that it would be necessary to look 
beyond the boundaries of the state to 
find adequate work to support the staff. 
Accordingly, a small office was opened in 
Washington in 1960. This enhanced op
portunities for federal work ; but, more 
importantly, it established LBC&W's 
identity and impact on the national 
scene. It was difficult for the general 
public to believe that a firm from South 
Carolina could possibly have the capabili
ties of LBC&W . They were wrong. 

The Washington operation grew from 
an humble beginning to a full capacity 
office. While an office is still maintained 
in Washington, the principal operatiun
moved across the Potomac to Alexandria 
in 1967, where its staff of 55 serves on a 
number of architectural, engineering and 
planning projects in Metropolitan Wash
ington, Virginia and Maryland . Branch 
offict; are located in Richmond, Ya. and 
Rockville, Md. In recent years a prepon
derance of the larger firms in the nation 
have opened small branches in Washing
ton. LBC&W was there years ahead of 
this influx and is today recognized as one 
of the oldest and largest operating firms 
in the nation's capital. 

After deploying into Washington and 
Virginia it seemed logical to move into 
North Carolina, so in 1965 an office was 

opened in Raleigh. LBC&W acquired 
Watson Engineers of Greensboro in 1965 
and moved the firm's main North Caro
lina operations to Greensboro , while 
maintaining a branch office in Raleigh. As 
diversified as all LBC&W operations, the 
North Carolina office has done a great 
deal of institutional work with major 
projects at virtually all of the state 
university system's major campuses, as 
well as many private educational institu
tions. 

Along with these geographic expan
sions LBC&W's Columbia operations con
tinued to grow and diversify with particu
lar attention on increasing the disciplines 
that could be offered . An industrial 
division was established under John A. 
McPherson as executive director , and 
capabilities in municipal and large-scale 
planning, economic and management 
studies were considerably enhanced by 
inaugurating a division of planning, 
research and management under the 
direction of Dennis E. Daye. The need for 
further specialization in the design of 
interior spaces and furnishings was felt , 
and an interior design division was 
created with H. Glenn McGee director . 
Still another division was added in 1970, 
comprehensive services, directed by John 
A. Boudreaux . Th is operation is precisely 
like a small independent office- handling 
all phases of a project suited to it, within 
its own sphere, but with the capability of 
cal I ing on the staff of the entire firm as 
required. All of these divisions are 
separate but interwoven- acting inde
pendently or in concert to provide the 
services required. This premise runs com
pletely through the LBC&W organization: 

Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle and Wolff 
relax to discuss the upcoming 
projects in Lyles' executive office 
in the new Bankers Trust tower. 

-Photo by C & M Stud io~ 
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The new Bankers Trust building in 
Columbia was designed by 
LBC&W and now houses the firm. 

-Photo by Gordon Schenck 

Each division or office works together as 
a team, exchanging personnel and re
sources when necessary. 

LBC&W's most recent acquisition was 
the Harwood Beebe Co. LBC&W
Harwood Beebe specializes in the design 
of water and sewer systems and related 
facilities and has been serving public and 
private clients throughout South Carolina 
and the Southeast since 1917. With a 
staff of 80, it has offices in Spartanburg, 
Columbia, Florence, Raleigh and Rich
mond. 

LBC&W is now a sizable and complex 
organization comprising seven subsidiaries 
or major divisions with an additional five 
branches and numerous departments 
located in eight cities in four states and 
the District of Columbia. It's one of the 
country's largest firms of its type, with a 
staff of some 350 persons, 250 of whom 
work in South Carolina. The company 
president and his staff maintain close 
communications with all affiliate opera
tions and offices. Every project must be 
submitted for review to a "jury of elders" 
at least once or twice during the forma
tive stages. 

Growth of LBC&W's Columbia opera
tions has made another move necessary. 
It has recently occupied quarters in the 
new Bankers Trust Building, another 
LBC&W creation. Most of the corridor 
walls are tinted bronze glass. Draftsmen 
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and designers work in shoulder-height 
cubicles of natural oak divider panels. 
Employees enjoy the very latest and best 
in furnishings and equipment. The stool 
and flat board on sawhorses historically 
used by designers and draftsmen is gone. 
Instead workers sit on upholstered swivel 
chairs and work on drafting boards that 
can be mechanically adjusted to any 
position at the touch of a finger. 

Bill Lyles is · somewhat awed by the 
new quarters. "It's awfully fancy for a 
country boy like me," he says. "I felt at 
home over McGregor's. But times have 
changed, and I must admit that were I 
one of our young fellows, I could work 
more efficiently under these conditions 
than was possible with the humble facili
ties we started with above the soda 
fountain." 

Through the years, LBC&W received 
awards of excellence in design not only 
from the American Institute of Architects 
but also from leading associations in 
America. 

LBC&W has designed the Carolina 
Coliseum, the State Capitol Complex, 
Jefferson Square, Richland Memorial 
Hospital, Rutledge State Office Building, 
Columbia Post Office, Moncreif Hospital 
at Ft. Jackson, the Humanities Center, 
Russell House and the Undergraduate 
Library at the University of South Caro
lina in Columbia; Clemson University 
Library; U.S. Naval Hospital, Federal 
Office Building and Medical University 
buildings, all in Charleston; the new 
Bankers Trust Building and high-rise 
public housing in Greenville. 

By winning a competition held by the 
office of the U.S. Army Chief of En
gineers for development of a suitable 
barracks design, the firm was selected to 
design major barracks projects for Army 
installations in Virginia, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, 
Oklahoma, Texas and Louisiana. 

In addition, noteworthy national 
projects involving LBC&W include the 
U.S. Tax Court and additions to the 
Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Wash
ington, D. C.; Gulf Reston International 
Conference Center, Reston, Va.; the 
National Institute of Environmental 
Health Sciences Research Laboratory 
Research Triangle, N. C.; and Dwight D. 
Eisenhower Memorial Hospital, Ft. 
Gordon, Ga. 

The firm has several overseas projects 
in the formative stage and is currently 
designing a multistory office and apart
ment complex on the Persian Gulf in the 
small state of Sharjah, southeast of Saudi 

Arabia. 
Even though considering further geo

graphic expansion, LBC&W's heart lies in 
South Carolina. Recognizing the need for 
good architecture in South Carolina, Bill 
Lyles, representing the South Carolina 
Chapter, AIA, was a catalyst in founding 
the Clemson University Architectural 
Foundation. The foundation is usually 
credited with aiding Clemson in achieving 
its place as one of the foremost schools of 
architecture in the nation. 

All four principals of the firm have 
always been very active in local, regional 
and national professional affairs, begin
ning with Bill Lyles becoming president 
of the South Carolina Chapter, AIA, in 
1948 and being fol lowed in this office by 
Carlisle, Wolff and Bissett. W. G. Lyles, T. 
J. Bissett, W. A. Carlisle and Louis M. 
Wolff are all Fellows of the American 
Institute of Architects, selected by their 
peers for notable contributions to the 
advancement of the profession of archi
tecture through achievement in design 
and service to the profession. There are 
only 10 architects in South Carolina who 
have had this honor bestowed upon them, 
and LBC&W is one of the very few firms 
in the country with all of the named 
principals being Fellows . 

In spite of the press of their practice 
and professional activities, all members of 
the firm have made significant contribu
tions at all levels of community affairs. 
Bill Lyles' community involvement 
initiated the revitalization of Columbia's 
Chamber of Commerce during the mid 
'50s, resulting in its moving from one 
room in the old Jerome Hotel into newly 
constructed quarters and quadrupling its 
budget. He was also an organizer and the 
first chairman of the Columbia Com
munity Relations Council and Columbia's 
first Industrial Development Commission. 
From its inception the efforts of the firm 
have been based on two underlying 
principles : to render its clients superior 
service comparable to the best firms in 
the nation, and to provide projects and a 
working environment both satisfying and 
rewarding to its staff. 

Long, hard teamwork in endeavoring 
to achieve these principles has perhaps 
been responsible for such success as the 
firm has enjoyed. But for whatever 
reason, LBC&W has had the good fortune 
to complete some 2,000 projects, costing 
about $2 billion, a significant contribu
tion to its community, state and nation. 

Lynn A. Gordon is a free-lance writer 
from Columbia. 
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Colonel 'Illylorwas hard 
to get alongwith. 

That's why his Bourbon isn't. 

The old man could be 
an unholy terror. 

Colonel Edmund H. 
Taylor Jr. swore that his 
Bourbon would be the 

best in Kentucky. 
And if a bungler or a 

sloven stood in his way, ! 

the Colonel would as 
soon nail him to the wall. 

Ha cooper delivered 
some white-oak barrels 

that were a knot off perlect, 
the Colonel was the kind 

that'd grab an axe and stave 
in every barrel in the wagon. 

And if a hapless farmer tried to 

Bourbon County rattle. 
He could be a rough, 
tough, mean son-of-a 
something, our Colonel. 
But, oh, the Bourbon 
whiskey he made. 
Gentle on your tongue, 
soft in your gullet and 
as smooth as limestone 
rocks worn slick by 
spring water. 

We still make Old 
Taylor the slow, quality 

way the Colonel wanted 
it made. 

sneak less than choice small-grain 

Even now, 
we don't want 

to rile him. 
com past the Colonel, his fury, they say, 
could make every <\ window sash in old 

Old Taylor. His 
Bourbon. Try it. 

It took years to 
find water clear and 
crisp enough for the 
Colonel's Bourbon. 

OldTuylor. 
It's easy to get 

alongwith. 
For one flawed barrel, 

Colonel Taylor might take 
an axe to the whole wagonload. 

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Wh iskey, 86 Proof, The Old Taylor Dist illery Co., Fra nkfort & Louisville, Ken tu cky 



Perfect your game on our Racquet 
Club's eleven fast dry courts, set 
among the trees surrounding the tennis 
pro shop. Enjoy golf on our champion
ship courses; one by Robert Trent Jones, 
another by George Fazio, both set like 

jewels in the Island's subtropical land
scape. Tour historic Savannah and 
Charleston. Relax on our private sun
washed Atlantic beach, three miles of 
unspoiled swimming, beachcomb
ing and surfcasting. Dine at the Inn, 

featuring a gourmet's selection of 
superb continental cuisine. For a color 
brochure on vacationing at Palmetto 
Dunes, please write us at P.O. Box 
5628, Dept. G, Hilton Head Island, 
S.C. 29928, or phone (803) 785-2151. 
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Paul D. Grant . .. Ai ken County Sheriff 
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By Judy Rich 

A
iken County Sheriff Paul D. Grant 
often makes the observation that law 
enforcement officers throughout the 

years have "pulled themselves up by their 
own bootstraps." He ought to know. The 
veteran law officer has been tugging at 
those very straps of progressive law 
enforcement for the past 32 years. 

Sitting comfortably behind a desk 
piled high with papers, walls bedecked 
with awards, the former Sheriff of the 
Year and current president of the State 
Sheriff's Association admits candidly that 
his entrance into law enforcement was no 
lightning-and-thunder conversion. 

Grant began his career as a part-time 
deputy sheriff in his hometown of 
Chester, S.C., where his father was in the 
furniture business. "I just took a liking to 
law enforcement and was intrigued by 
being able to work with people and help 
people," he says. 

For the sheriff of Aiken County's 
91,000-plus populace for 10 years, the 
eight-hour day often stretches into 12. 

He says his wife is "tolerant" of the 
odd-hour job, and he says, "I try not to 
carry my work home." Almost as a 
mental afterthought he adds, "A lot of 
times, though, it follows me home." 

One such case, "probably the most 
interesting I ever worked on," he recalls, 
was the notorious Belvedere motorcycle 
club slaying which gained nationwide 

coverage in 1971. Two men were slain 
and two young women were slashed with 
knives. The case ended in a packed
courtroom trial resulting in six murder 
convictions for members of a Charleston 
motorcycle club. 

Receiving acclaim for investigative ef
forts, the 59-year-old Grant was lauded 
by South Carolina Law Enforcement 
Chief J. P. Strom. The same year he was 
named S. C. Sheriff of the Year. 

Grant, by his own admission, is an 
outspoken critic of the courts, charging 
the judicial system in the past "has cared 
less about the rights of the victim and 
bent over backwards protecting the rights 
of the criminal." He foresees, however, 
that "a change is a'comin' " to balance 
the scales of justice. 

In his new role as president of the 
State Sheriff's Association Grant said 
action would be taken toward positive 
gun control; better retirement benefits 
for policemen; and reinstating the death 
penalty in the Palmetto State "for certain 
types of crimes." 

The goals ahead are expansive, 
futuristic ones for a 59-year-old man. The 
most immediate and constant one, he 
says calmly, "is to do my job to the best 
of my ability." 

Instilling that ability into the depart
ment of which he is in charge, the law 
officer sees "the mobile criminal" of 
today in a different light than that of 
"the chicken stealin' criminal" of the 
past. 

Casting an eye at his fie Id which he 
says now requires "pitting the skill of the 
law officer against that of the criminal," 
the veteran collects his thoughts, 
expounding his belief that "the definition 
of a law officer is no longer simply a man 
who can walk, talk and carry a badge and 
a gun." 

New technology in crime detection, 
including ballistics, fingerprinting and 
communication, and stiffer educational 
requirements, have created a better
trained, more sophisticated law officer. 
"The people of South Carolina should be 
proud of the S.C. Criminal Justice 
Academy. It is a giant step forward," he 
says with an air of pride. 

Concluding the interview, I asked: 
"What in your opinion is the best quality 
a law enforcement officer can possess?" 
Leaning back in his chair for a moment, 
he said simply, "Be fair; do unto others as 
you would have them do unto you." 

Judy Rich is a staff writer for the Aiken 
Standard . 
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M
ajor Robert W. Wilson is doing 
exactly what he wants to: paint; 
he's no longer concerned with the 

usual American goals of public success 
and wealth. 

After two careers, one in the Air Force 
and another as a commercial artist, Bob 
Wilson, at 47, five years ago began paint
ing full time in a studio he built on his 
country place near Woodruff. A hand
some man with quiet eyes which reflect a 
deep inner calm, Wilson works diligently 
each day at this vocation. 

"Sometime in 1957 I became 
interested in painting, when I was based 
in Sioux Lookout, Canada," he recalls. 
(Wilson had served in the European 
Theater in World War 11 and flown in the 
Korean War.) "My commanding officer 
was looking for ways of bettering rel a
tions between the Americans and 
Canadians when somehow he found out I 
could draw . So he ordered me to contact 
the local YMCA and set up art classes to 
be sponsored by the base and free for al I 
the local civilians. 

"We had 33 students in the class, and 
for the first few sessions, until books I 
had ordered came, I stumbled through 
somehow. I had to learn about art in 
order to teach it, and in the process I 
became interested . I painted my first oil 
in 1958." 

Wilson retired in 1963 after 23 years' 
service and settled in his wife's home 
state of South Carolina. "I looked around 
for another career and found it in the art 
department of Cryovac division of Grace 
Lines at Duncan," he explains. He start
ed as an apprentice at Cryovac, which 
makes plastics for the meat packing in
dustry. When he retired again after six 
years there, Wilson was one of their top 
label designers. 

In his third career, Wilson does some 
free-lance work for a Greenville advertis
ing firm, "which is about all the work I 
want to handle ." He taught art at the 
Community Center in Spartanburg for 
about three years but quit so that he 
could devote all his time to painting. 

Marjorie, Wilson's wife, went to work 
"so that I won't disturb him" and 
commutes now to her job as head book
keeper for a department store in Spartan
burg. Their son is in the Navy and their 
daughter is married. Thus Wilson has the 
precious solitude he wishes in his remote 
Piedmont studio. 

Wilson has sold many aircraft illustra
tions to individuals. He had a portfolio of 
World War I aircraft, titled "Hell in the 
Sky," published in the March 1973 issue 

July 1974 

Robert W. Wilson ... Artist 

By Vivian Milner 

-Photo by Robert W. Wilson Jr. 

of Air Classics. 
"I haven't sold to any galleries, I think 

mainly because I haven't tried. I paint 
what I want to paint, and then if some
one likes it well enough I sell it to him." 

On the four occasions that Wilson 
exhibited in the annual Springs Art Show, 
he won the popular prize each time. "I 
soon became disenchanted when I saw 
that I had to compete against a continu
ous stream of modern art in which I was 
not a bit interested. So I stopped exhibit
ing altogether, stopped trying to sell 
outside commercial jobs and just decided 
to paint." 

Wilson's biggest project to date is a 
group of 11 near I ife-size oils he com
pleted early this year, dealing with the 
time from Christ's condemnation to His 
entombment and resurrection. Wilson is 
not a student of the Bible, which he says 

confuses him, but draws his inspiration 
from Biblical stories and movies. He 
wrote an accompanying dialogue which 
he had professionally recorded with re
ligious background music. "Wheh I 
started the paintings I had no idea what I 
was going to do with them and stil I don't, 
other than the offer of Marjorie's cousin, 
J. C. Lambert, to exhibit them at the 
opening of his gallery in Aiken at Easter 
time." 

As to the future, Wilson simply plans 
to continue painting "anything from 
more on the I ife of Jesus to prehistoric 
man, the dinosaurs, space, airplanes. My 
main objective is to learn to paint really 
well so that one day I can tell myself I am 
an artist." 

Vivian Milner is a free-lance writer from 
Aiken. 
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THE MAN WHO LED COLUMBUS TO 
AMERICA. Paul H. Chapman. Judson 
Press. $6.00. 

Does anyone really know who first 
discovered America? Darned if I do. 
According to this new book by Mr. 
Chapman, Christopher Columbus was a 
real Giovanni-come-lately; but then, 
Chapman contends by implication, so 
were those Erickson boys and all the 
other seafaring folks generally credited 
with the discovery of the New World . It 
may come as some surprise to you that 
the man who really discovered America 
first was none other than a 6th century 
Irish priest by the name of St. Brendan. 
The first two chapters of the book are 
called "Columbus Did Not Discover 
America by Sailing West" and "Possible 
Sources of Columbus' Route Plan." In 
these Chapman develops his theories and 
supports documentation based on these 
two concepts. Most of the remainder of 
the book seems to be based on a manu
script entitled Navigatio Sancti Brendani 
(St. Brendan, The Navigator), which 
describes the various stages of the 
Brendan sea journeys- from I re land to 
the Faeroes, then to the Azores and 
Barbados and Bahamas up the North 
Atlantic coast, then to Iceland and then 
back to Ireland. 

I haven't a reason in the world to 
doubt Mr. Chapman's theory. The only 
pre-Norse discovery of America by 
Europeans which has achieved the status 
of a recognized theory is that of the Irish 
discovery. We do know that St. Brendan 
was a real person and is the patron saint 
of Kerry. Born about 484, he received his 

ordination about 512, was very active in 
Irish church affairs, founded several 
monasteries and is said to have visited 
Wales, Brittany and the island of Iona. 
There is also a popular legend that St. 
Brendan made a seven-year sea quest for a 
sort of paradise which he believed lay 
somewhere beyond the Atlantic. During 
the Middle Ages the romance writers took 
his quest theme, which, like the quest for 
the Holy Grail, was a popular subject, and 
the legend enjoyed a certain vogue during 
the period. Many historians, feel, how
ever, that it is dangerous to base too 
much on the Navigatio since this Latin 
prose work was written between 900 and 
920 by an anonymous Irishman some 
four centuries after St. Brendan lived. 
There is also the possibility of manuscript 
corruption through the numerous copy
ing procedures which ancient manuscripts 
underwent. 

The manuscript, however, does exist, 
and if the Irish Discovery of America 
theory is ever proven a new page may 
have to be added to the "Explorers of the 
New World" section of history texts. 

The process which Mr. Chapman uses 
to support his theory is to relate the 
information in the Irish epic (number of 
days of sailing, description of islands on 
which they landed, etc.) to actual existing 
locations. 

However intriguing the St. Brendan 
Discovery of America concept might be, 
Chapman has done I ittle in adding to the 
basic theory material. The theory is pos
sible, of course, but remains unproven. 
There are any number of things wrong 
with Chapman's new book, far too many 
to cover in th is brief review. 

The relationship of the St. Brendan 
voyages, if they did in fact take place, to 
the Columbus voyage is also somewhat 
farfetched. Granted, the title is a catchy 
one; but the fact remains that there seems 
to have been a good bit more data 
floating around Europe during Columbus' 

Park Wants You To Visit 
Them On Flower Day 
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This is when Park Seed Company in Greenwood, 5. C. invites 
all to see their famous trial gardens. Just imagine, five 
acres with over 1,000 varieties of flowers in full bloom. 
Park's unique seed handling facilities and greenhouses will 
be open . An event you won't forget and it's free. 

Saturday, July 27th ··· 9 a.m. til 5 p.m. 

GED. W. PARK SEED ca., INC. 

'tn o .... g,,d gp,c1ae1,1, g,,c, 1868 

Highway 254 - 6 Miles North of Greenwood, S. C. 

period about the existence of a New 
World across the Atlantic than we are 
commonly given to believe . As a matter 
of fact I can remember reading an in
triguing article some years back about an 
actual Spanish comm1ss1on during 
Columbus' time that was given the 
mandate to sift through all the known 
materials in order to come up with the 
best and most complete information on 
the subject. It makes one wonder why 
Chris didn't go to the best sources which 
might have been available instead of 
harking back to the information con
tained in a book written some 500 years 
before about an Irish priest who lived 
some 800 years earlier. 

As sorry as I am to say it, Chapman's 
biggest mistake was probably that he 
picked this particular subject for his 
literary undertaking. This is not to say 
that there is not always room for another 
new book on an old subject. They are 
written all the time, and I (along with a 
lot of other people) frequently read 
them. But the subject of the St. Brendan 
voyage has been previously and much 
better analyzed-most notably by 
Geoffrey Ashe in his Land to the West in 
1962. Too bad Chapman didn't leave well 
enough alone . BWR 
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THE MAN WHO LED COLUMBUS TO 
AMERICA. Paul H. Chapman. Judson 
Press. $6.00. 

Does anyone really know who first 
discovered America? Darned if I do. 
According to this new book by Mr. 
Chapman, Christopher Columbus was a 
real Giovanni-come-lately; but then, 
Chapman contends by implication, so 
were those Erickson boys and al I the 
other seafaring folks generally credited 
with the discovery of the New World. It 
may come as some surprise to you that 
the man who really discovered America 
first was none other than a 6th century 
Irish priest by the name of St. Brendan. 
The first two chapters of the book are 
called "Columbus Did Not Discover 
America by Sailing West" and "Possible 
Sources of Columbus' Route Plan." In 
these Chapman develops his theories and 
supports documentation based on these 
two concepts. Most of the remainder of 
the book seems to be based on a manu
script entitled Navigatio Sancti Brendani 
(St. Brendan, The Navigator}, which 
describes the various stages of the 
Brendan sea journeys-from I re land to 
the Faeroes, then to the Azores and 
Barbados and Bahamas up the North 
Atlantic coast, then to Iceland and then 
back to Ireland. 

I haven't a reason in the world to 
doubt Mr. Chapman's theory. The only 
pre-Norse discovery of America by 
Europeans which has achieved the status 
of a recognized theory is that of the Irish 
discovery. We do know that St. Brendan 
was a real person and is the patron saint 
of Kerry. Born about 484, he received his 

ordination about 512, was very active in 
Irish church affairs, founded several 
monasteries and is said to have visited 
Wales, Brittany and the island of Iona. 
There is also a popular legend that St. 
Brendan made a seven-year sea quest for a 
sort of paradise which he believed lay 
somewhere beyond the Atlantic. During 
the Middle Ages the romance writers took 
his quest theme, which, like the quest for 
the Holy Grail, was a popular subject, and 
the legend enjoyed a certain vogue during 
the period. Many historians, feel, how
ever, that it is dangerous to base too 
much on the Navigatio since this Latin 
prose work was written between 900 and 
920 by an anonymous Irishman some 
four centuries after St. Brendan lived. 
There is also the possibility of manuscript 
corruption through the numerous copy
ing procedures which ancient manuscripts 
underwent. 

The manuscript, however, does exist, 
and if the Irish Discovery of America 
theory is ever proven a new page may 
have to be added to the "Explorers of the 
New World" section of history texts. 

The process which Mr. Chapman uses 
to support his theory is to relate the 
information in the Irish epic (number of 
days of sailing, description of islands on 
which they landed, etc.) to actual existing 
locations. 

However intriguing the St. Brendan 
Discovery of America concept might be, 
Chapman has done I ittle in adding to the 
basic theory material. The theory is pos
sible, of course, but remains unproven. 
There are any number of things wrong 
with Chapman's new book, far too many 
to cover in th is brief review. 

The relationship of the St. Brendan 
voyages, if they did in fact take place, to 
the Columbus voyage is also somewhat 
farfetched. Granted, the title is a catchy 
one; but the fact remains that there seems 
to have been a good bit more data 
floating around Europe during Columbus' 

Park Wants You To Visit 
Them On Flower Day 
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This is when Park Seed Company in Greenwood, S. C. invites 
all to see their famous trial gardens. Just imagine, five 
acres with over 1,000 varieties of flowers in full bloom. 
Park's unique seed handling facilities and greenhouses will 
be open. An event you won't forget and it's free. 

Saturday, July 27th ••• 9 a.m. til 5 p.m. 

GEO. W. PARK SEED ca., INC. 
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period about the existence of a New 
World across the Atlantic than we are 
commonly given to believe. As a matter 
of fact I can remember reading an in
triguing article some years back about an 
actual Spanish comm1ss1on during 
Columbus' time that was given the 
mandate to sift through all the known 
materials in order to come up with the 
best and most complete information on 
the subject. It makes one wonder why 
Chris didn't go to the best sources which 
might have been available instead of 
harking back to the information con
tained in a book written some 500 years 
before about an Irish priest who lived 
some 800 years earlier. 

As sorry as I am to say it, Chapman's 
biggest mistake was probably that he 
picked this particular subject for his 
literary undertaking. This is not to say 
that there is not always room for another 
new book on an old subject. They are 
written all the time, and I (along with a 
lot of other people) frequently read 
them. But the subject of the St. Brendan 
voyage has been previously and much 
better analyzed-most notably by 
Geoffrey Ashe in his Land to the West in 
1962. Too bad Chapman didn't leave well 
enough alone. B WR 
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The clean, uncluttered lines of contem
porary or the rich elegance of tradi
tional . . . simple renovation of one 
office or the entire interior of a new 
office building - the Interior Design 
professionals at The R. L. Bryan Com
pany have the capacity and capability 
to do the job. 
For completely functional, perfectly 
beautiful offices, call on the professionals 
at The R. L. Bryan Company, Greystone 
Executive Park, P. 0. Drawer 368, 
Columbia, S. C. 29202 . 



C
hances are you'! I be vacationing in 
South Carolina this year-and after 
all, why not? This state offers moun

tains and seashore, plus a wealth of 
exciting and even off-beat vacation ex
periences in between . 

We at Sandlapper have pulled together 
some new vacation ideas-new places to 
visit, new things to look for, a few new 
twists to the old vacation standbys. And 
these excursions don't drain the wallet. 

If you do visit the mountains this year, 
for example, add a new dimension to 
your pleasure by enjoying the Blue Ridge 
through the poetic vision of Dr. Ed 
Minus and Edwin H. Stone. You 
may want to pursue the muse yourself. A 
typical beach vacation can be more 
exciting for the whole family if you, like 
the Bill Weekes family, spend it on safari 
for the wild blue crab. And for those of 
you who enjoy visiting the sites and 
monuments recalling the brilliant heritage 
of ·our state , there is the Abbeville Opera 
House, still in the process of being re
stored, which has the distinction of being 
not only one of the early landmarks of 
performing arts, but also one which con
tributes its share to live theatre today. A 
trip to Francis Marion National Forest 
provides modern vacation opportunities 
in a rich historical setting. 

July 1974 

Vacation In South Carolina 

The list of vacation spots is, of course, 
endless. You'll still want to sun and swim 
on the beaches, play a little golf on the 
hundreds of courses throughout the state 
and spend a weekend at one of the lakes 
or rivers . You can vacation in luxury on 
Hilton Head, or you can rough it on a 
camping trip in the mountains. You 
might want to share a cultural trip with 
the whole family: visit the new Greenville 
Art Museum, for example, Riverbanks 
Zoo in Columbia or Historic Charleston. 
Or, for pure entertainment, play at Caro
winds. 

It's almost impossible to think of any 

area of the state that cannot provide a 
pleasurable and informative vacation for 
you and your family. Our off-the-beaten 
track suggestions, and the new approach 
to traditional vacation spots, are just a 
few that we've dreamed up. The oppor
tunities are endless for you to plan your 
own. Enjoy your vacation-close to 
home. 

1. Francis Marion National Forest-page 22. 

2. The Blue Ridge-page 27. 

3. Huntington Beach-page 32. 

4. Abbeville-page 36. 
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Flora, 
Fauna 
andthe 
Footsteps 
of History 

By Robert H. Moh lenbrock 

History is everywhere in the Francis 
Marion National Forest. Located 
north and east of Charleston , the 

245,658-acre national forest was once the 
site of huge rice plantations in the latter 
part of the 17th century. Battles of both 
the Revolutionary War and the Civil War 
were fought there. After the ravages of 
these wars, the forest became a large-scale 
timber-producing region. It is a region 
interesting for its history, archaeological 
and botanical features. 

Shortly after the English settled 
Charles Town in 1670, the need to 
develop a prosperous economy arose . At 
the suggestion of Lord Albemarle, Dr. 
Henry Woodward and other early settlers 
took advantage of the Low-Country ter
rain with its tidal streams and marshes 
and planted a bushel of rice imported 
from Madagascar. 

The topography and climate along the 
Cooper , Ashley and Santee rivers were 
perfect for the growth of rice. Numerous 
rice plantations sprang up, adorned by 
stately mansions built with the quickly 
amassed wealth. In addition, indigo 
became a major crop. 

The development of the rice planta
tions, many of which were as large as 500 
acres, required the clearing of forests and 
the building of miles of earthen dikes, 
ditches and floodgates. To accomplish 
these formidable chores, slaves were im
ported from Africa. 

Rice and indigo production and 
plantation life reached their highest level 
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just prior to the Civil War. By 1860 
nearly 100 plantations existed in the 
vicinity of what is now the Francis 
Marion National Forest. 

Several of the stately plantation homes 
still are found adjacent to the forest, 
although many have been destroyed, leav
ing only the haunting moss-draped live 
oak drives leading to a pile of rubble . 
Most of the existing plantations are 
privately owned, and special permission 
must be received before visiting them. 

Little remains to indicate the era of 
rice culture in the Francis Marion. No rice 
plantations exist today, although several 
earthen dikes and floodgates can be 
discerned by the observant visitor. 

The most obvious remnants of the rice 
culture are the African basket weavers, 
whose crude stands, exhibiting beautiful 
handcrafted basketry , conspicuously I ine 
either side of Highway 17 south of 
Awendaw. 

The baskets, made by direct descend
ants of the original slaves, are woven 
precisely the way they were over 200 
years ago when the baskets were used to 
transport rice. Known as coil basketry, 
the technique involves the use of sweet 
grass, strips of palmetto and longleaf pine 
needles. 

Several historic churches reflect the 
cultural antiquity of the area. Biggin 
Church was originally built in 1710 as the 
parish church of St. John's Berkeley 
Parish. Three times destroyed by fire, the 
last time in 1886, only a few of the 

three-foot-thick brick walls remain. The 
names on the tombstones in the adjacent 
cemetery read like a colonial honor roll , 
led by that of Sir John Colleton 111, 
great-grandson of the Lord Proprietor. 

Historically the oldest church is 
Pompion Hill, built in 1703, which was 
the first Anglican Church established out
side of Charleston . Located next to the 
r:,,1iddleburg Plantation at the end of a 
mile-long shaded lane, the present build
ing was erected in 1763. The interior 
furnishings, including the elevated pulpit, 
are original. Occasional services are stil I 
held in the church. From the front steps 
is a fine view of the Cooper River. 

The oldest church still standing is 
Strawberry Chapel . Built in 1725, it 
served as a branch church of the Biggin 
Church. The adjacent graveyard contains 
some interesting markers. 

The most handsome of the early 
churches is St. James , erected in 1768 as 
a result of a merger between the Anglican 
Church and the French Huguenots. Not 
all differences between these two factions 
could be resolved, however, so the church 
was constructed with two doors, one for 
the French worshippers and one for the 
English. The church, with its four magnif
icent brick pillars, is sheltered by tower
ing oaks and pines. Even today, oc
casional services are conducted in St . 
James Church . 

There exists along the I ntracoastal 
Waterway, about three miles southeast of 
Awendaw, a significant prehistoric shell 
mound. Measuring approximately 150 
feet in diameter and rising to elevations 
approaching 10 feet, Sewee Mound is the 
largest yet discovered along the southeast
ern coast of the United States. It is 
named for the tribe that inhabited the 
area until 1716. 

University of South Carolina scientists 
have made exploratory diggings at the site 
and have discovered that while the 
mound did serve as a prehistoric garbage 
dump, it apparently had other uses as 
well. The mound is estimated to be nearly 
4,000 years old. It contains great 
amounts of loosely packed she I Is, bone 
and pottery shards . Visitors to the 
fenced-off mound are permitted, but they 
are warned against disturbing the area. 

Since Civil War days, the land now 
occupied by the Francis Marion National 
Forest became important in the produc
tion of lumber . Until the early 1930s, 
several huge lumber companies conducted 
extensive logging operations. Railroads 
were built to haul out great quantities of 
sawtimber . 
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to this famous fort where the Civil War 
began. A guided tour is conducted by 
National Park Historians. Only tour boat 
to Ft. Sumter. Leaves Municipal Marina 
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Fort Sumter Tours 
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Add grace and charm to your garden or 
patio-also great by the pool or tennis 
court. Made of heavy hand wrought 
iron-slats are cypress. Finished in 
"Charleston Green" Length 48" $69.50 
F. 0. B. Plant. Also available in 6-foot 
lengths $89.50, 8-foot lengths $109.50. 
In addition to our beautiful gates you've 
read about, we make simply great fire 
place equipment, hooks, pot holders, 
mail box stands, shelves-in fact, all 
kinds of useful things. All hand made. 

Dixie Iron Works 
Visit our workshop 

2237 Commerce Drive 
(An extension of S. Edisto Ave.) 

Columbia, S. C. 29205 
256-7943 

The logging operations brought about 
a need for good forestry practices, land 
management and fire protection . By 1933 
the need became so great that the U.S. 
Forest Service began acquiring land under 
provisions of the Weeks Law. Finally, on 
July 10, 1936, President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt proclaimed the establishment 
of the Francis Marion National Forest. 

It has been estimated that, in 1936, 
the Francis Marion National Forest con
tained 430,000 board feet of lumber. 
Thirty-five years later, the number of 
board feet of lumber on the forest was 
estimated at 2Yi billion, with over 1 
billion board feet having been cut 
between 1936 and 1971. Several sawmills 
and pulp and paper mills are adjacent to 
the forest. 

Plant life of the Francis Marion 
National Forest is one of its most in
teresting features. A rich flora exists from 
the coastal regions to inky-black swamps 
to pine forests on sand ridges. 

Approximately 175 different kinds of 
trees and shrubs have been recorded from 
the Francis Marion National Forest. 
Longleaf, shortleaf and loblol ly pines are 
abundant on the sandy ridges which make 
up much of the forest, while pond pine is 
prevalent in the low, flat woods. Some
what removed from the remainder of its 
range is an isolated stand of slash pine in 
a low damp woods in the vicinity of 
Shulerville. 

Over 150 miles of streams and rivers 
cut through the forest. Much of the area 
along the streams ranges from bogs to 
swamps. The deep swamps, where quiet, 
black waters prevail, are dominated by 
the bald cypress and tupelo gum, al
though other woody plants such as 
swamp cottonwood, water locust, water 
hickory, willow oak and planer tree usual
ly occur in fewer numbers. 

In pocosins, bogs formed from un
drained, shallow depressions in savannas 
in which evergreen shrubs predominate, a 
wider variety of vegetation usually is 
found compared to that of the deep 
swamps. Many of the plants characteristic 
of the cypress swamps also occur in the 
pocosins. Others, such as the large gall
berry, leatherwood, southern bayberry 
and sweet bay, seem to show a preference 
for the pocosins. 

The rich, low woods exhibit dense, 
lush vegetation . Loblolly pine is common 
here, along with tulip poplar, sweet gum, 
beech, cherrybark oak, bitternut hickory 
and red ash. 

Shrubs typical of the low woods are 
Virginia willow, red bay, red buckeye, 
inkberry and the climbing hydrangea. 

Here and there are small palmettos. 
Herbaceous plants of particular interest 
are the atamasco I ily, the crane-fly orchid 
and the blue-flowered Viola wa!teri, the 
violet whose name commemorates 
Thomas Walter, the early colonial 
botan ist whose home and gardens were at 
Mexico Plantation , just outside the 
boundaries of the Francis Marion Nation
al Forest. 

Of part icular significance in the low 
woods of the National Forest are two rare 
shrubs, the silky camellia and the loblolly 
bay. 

In dry woodland habitats, a complete 
ly different flora is encountered. Woody 
plants usually present include post oak, 
black oak, spanish oak, upland willow 
oak, mockernut hickory and persimmon. 
Among the interesting shrubs and small 
trees are the fringe-tree, wild olive and 
ch inquapin. 

Perhaps the most unusual plants in the 
Francis Marion National Forest are those 
strange, succulent, often leafless plants 
which occur in the coastal brackish 
marshes . Three kinds of glasswort, two 
kinds of orach, Russian thistle and 
Suaeda linearis are numbered among 
these . Several grasses, including salt grass, 
rabbitfoot grass and three species of cord 
grass are characteristic of brackish marsh
es. 

Of equal interest is the animal life of 
the Francis Marion National Forest. 
References are frequently made to the 
forest as a birdwatcher's paradise, and a 
visit to the forest soon bears this out. A 
list of birds sighted there, prepared by E. 
Burnham Chamberlain, curator emeritus 
of the Charleston Museum, contains the 
names of 280 species. This high number is 
due in part to the location of the forest 
along the Atlantic Flyway. Thus numer
ous migratory birds are recorded each 
year . Several birds classified as endan
gered species still are found in the forest. 

Perhaps the rarest of the birds known 
to be present is Bachman's warbler . This 
tiny olive green and yellow bird inhabits 
hardwood swamps. Some ornithologists 
believe that Bachman's warbler may be 
the rarest songbird in North America. 
There are others who believe that the 
irregular and sporadic sighting of this bird 
may indicate a hybrid origin for it. 

The mighty southern bald eagle, rapid
ly decreasing in numbers throughout its 
range, nests high atop bald cypresses and 
longleaf pines. All known eagle nests on 
National Forest land are recorded and 
protected. 

An endangered species with interesting 
habits is the red cockaded woodpecker. 
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Francis Marion National Forest at a Glance 

Location: Beginning 17 miles north of Charleston at Cainhoy and 
extending northward to the Santee River, eastward nearly to the 
lntracoastal Waterway, westward generally to Lake Moultrie. 

Address: Forest Supervisor's Headquarters, Columbia, South Caro
lina. 

Ranger Districts : Santee (Post Office: Moncks Corner); Witherbee 
(Post Office: Moncks Corner); Wambaw (Post Office: McClellanville) . 

Area: 245,658 acres. 
Major Attractions: Live oaks; loblolly pines; bald cypress swamps; 

dark-watered creeks; historic churches, plantations, roads; Indian shell 
mounds; Little Wambaw Swamp Scenic Area; Guilliard Lake Scenic 
Area 

Accommodations : 6 campgrounds, 11 picnic grounds. A few towns 
adjacent to the forest have hotel or motel accommodations. 

Activities : Camping, hiking, hunting, fishing, boating, sightseeing. 
Services: Picnic tables; outdoor grills; rest rooms; two boat launching 

ramps. 
Wildlife: Eastern whitetail deer, foxes, raccoons, opossums, squirrels, 

alligators, wild turkeys, red cockaded woodpeckers. 

This handsome bird nests only in diseased 
pine trees, boring holes as much as one 
foot deep . Should the tree die, the wood
peckers will move to a living, although 
diseased, tree . Trees serving as nesting 
sites can be detected by the conspicuous 
resinous streaks along the trunks. 

Another highly unusual bird which 
nests in the Francis Marion National 
Forest is the swallow-tailed kite. 

Wild turkeys, whose population at one 
time dwindled to an alarming low, are 
now returning, thanks to a rigid manage
ment program which encourages the re
population of th is species. The re-popu
lation program has been so effective that 
hunting of the gobblers is now permitted 
for a three-week period in designated 
areas, beginning in late March. 

Another bird which should be 
mentioned is the nearly extinct ivory
billed woodpecker. This species at one 
time lived in rich, bottomland woods of 
the forest, and there is an unverified 
report of its occurrence in recent years 
along the Santee River. The facts sur
rounding this report, however, leave great 
doubt as to its authenticity. 

The waters of the streams and swamps 
support a varied animal life. Present in 
small numbers is the American alligator. 
Many other reptiles abound in the 
swamps, and fish are numerous in the 
ponds and streams. Of particular interest 
is the Atlantic sturgeon, a very large, 
long-snouted fish which occupies rivers 
near the coast. Heavy pollution of these 
coastal estuaries seemingly is a major 
factor in the decline of this fish. That 
strange water mammal, the Florida 
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manatee, has been sighted in the waters 
of the territory. 

Of the terrestrial mammals, the eastern 
white-tailed deer, raccoon, opossum, 
cottontail rabbit and gray squirrel are 
plentiful, while the bobcat, red fox, mink 
and weasel are fairly common. 

Many scenic and biologically signifi
cant areas can be found in the forest. 
Two such areas have been officially 
designated. Both fall under the classifica
tion of Scenic Area, and each has, within 
its boundaries, a smaller designated 
Natural Area. 

The Little Wambaw Swamp Scenic 
Area, the larger of the two, contains a 
total of 1,105 acres of black water swamp 
and open ponds, and its limited accessi
bility has insured its relatively undis
turbed history. (See Sandlapper, August 
1973, for a full discussion of Little 
Wambaw Swamp.) 

Of unusual scenic and biological value 
is the Guilliard Lake Scenic Area located 
adjacent to the Santee River. The area is 
composed of 973 acres, including beauti
ful Guilliard Lake and an 18-acre Natural 
Area. Unlike the Little Wambaw Swamp 
Scenic Area, Lake Guilliard Scenic Area is 
readily accessible and is interlaced by a 
network of trails. The Guilliard Lake 
Recreation Site, with camping facilities 
and picnic grounds, is adjacent to the 
scenic area. 

The slender, finger-shaped Lake Guil
liard, which parallels the Santee River, is 
an old oxbow. An old growth bottomland 
forest surrounds the lake on the east, 
south and west. Huge bald cypresses 
dominate the bottomland forest, al-

GALLERY, LTD_ 
We have the largest 
selection of limited 
edition wildlife works. 
See originals and prints 
by Jim Palmer. 

Stop by and browse 
through our outstand
ing selection offered 
now at 
Coligny Plaza, Hilton 
Head. 

• Coligny Plaza 
Hilton Head, S.C. 
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Columbia residents already 
know what delicious food and 
beverages a re served at 
Bojangles. Out-of-towners 
should make Bojangles a must. 
Bojangles' comfortable atmos
phere and quick and efficient 
service make it a most pleasur
able trip. 

Bojangles Delicatessen 
20 Diamond Lane 
Columbia, S. C. 

(right across from Sam Solomon) 
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though tupelo gum, red maple, swamp 
cottonwood, water locust, Carolina ash, 
sweet gum, willow oak, water oak, over
cup oak, water hickory and planer tree 
are present in considerable numbers . 
Huge cypress knees, some of them nearly 
nine feet tall and three feet in diameter, 
are outstanding. 

A natural levee separating the northern 
boundary of the lake from the Santee 
River is characterized by a mixed hard
wood stand of loblolly pine, American 
holly, sweet gum, overcup oak, water oak 
and Carolina willow. 

West of the lake, and running in a 
north-south course, is Dutart Creek. 
Sizable limestone outcrops merge at 
several places along the creek, providing a 
habitat which adds several plants to the 
species list for this Scenic Area . 

Three trails have been developed in the 
Scenic Area. The Lake Trail completely 
surrounds Lake Guilliard and originates 
from the campground . It is about three
quarters of a mile in length and passes 
through both the bottomland forest and 
the mixed hardwood forest on the natural 
levee . 

The River Trail parallels the Santee 
River from the east end of the Lake Trail 
nearly to the junction of Dutart Creek 
and the Santee River, a distance of nearly 
one mile . 

The Dutart Trail follows fairly closely 
the route of Dutart Creek, crossing the 
creek twice as it passes three I imestone 
outcroppings. 

Immediately east of Lake Guilliard is 
an 18-acre Natural Area. The old growth 
timber on the Natural Area contains 
virtually the same species as that found 
in the Scenic Area. Although the area is 
subject to winter and early spring floods, 
it dries out rapidly during late spring and 
early summer. 

The Francis Marion National Forest is 
not without its share of recreational sites. 
Eleven areas have been developed, with a 
diversity of facilities. Bonneau, Longleaf 
and Canal are near Lake Moultrie (but 
without direct access to the lake}, as is 
Guilliard Lake Recreation Site. Buck Hall 
is accessible to the I ntracoastal Waterway 
and Huger adjoins the Huger River . Tarpit 
is unique in that it is located at the site of 
the best preserved tar pit in the forest. 
The remaining four recreation sites are 
picturesquely situated beneath huge 
moss-draped trees. The setting at Elm
wood is particularly beautiful . 

Picnic facilities are available at all 11 
sites, although Beech tree, Canal, Islington 
Oaks and Longleaf lack sanitary facilities. 
Camping is permitted only at Bonneau, 
Buck Hall, Elmwood, Guilliard Lake, 
Honey Hill and Huger . There is a boat 

The cemetery of Pompi on Hill Church has been the final resting place of 
that church's members since 1703, when the church was founded . 
Pompion Hill was the first Anglican church established outside Charleston . 
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launching ramp at Buck Hall for entry 
into the I ntracoastal Waterway and 
another at Huger for embarking down the 
Huger River. 

Hunting and fishing can be enjoyed in 
most of the National Forest for much of 
each year. One of the highlights is a 
three-week wild turkey hunt in early 
spring. There is a limit of two gobblers 
per hunter . All hunters must have a South 
Carolina hunting license as well as a Game 
Management Area Permit if hunting is to 
be done on areas operated by the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department. Both the Huger River and 
Wambaw Creek provide excellent bass 
and bream fishing. 

A minimum of hiking trails cuts 
through the forest, although a major trail 
some 30 miles long is being constructed. 
To be known as the Swamp Fox Trail, 
the trail begins at the Buck Hall Recrea
tion Site, passes just south of the Little 
Wambaw Scenic Area and temporarily 
terminates at the Halfway Camp four 
miles northwest of Awendaw. 

For eight weeks during the summer of 
1972, the Francis Marion National Forest 
hosted a Youth Conservation Corps. The 
corps was made up of 40 young men and 
women, ages 15 to 18, who participated 
in a variety of work projects to improve 
the environment and learn management 
of natural resources . The work program 
included trail building, stream bank clear
ing, tree planting and campground im
provement. In addition, a program of 
planned educational exercises dealing 
with natural history and the environment 
was available. Corpsmen were able to 
choose their individual projects from a 
list which included preparation of check
I ists of mammals, insects , reptiles or 
plants , operation of a weather station and 
study of the potential pollution of lakes 
and streams. 

Administratively the forest is divided 
into three ranger districts. The Santee 
District has its headquarters south of 
Bonneau, the Witherbee District is just 
north of the Huger Recreation Site and 
the Wambaw is located in McClellanville. 
The forest supervisor and his staff are 
located in Columbia. 

Public returns from the Francis Marion 
National Forest are significant. Approxi
mately one-quarter of the gross receipts 
of the Francis Marion are distributed to 
Berkeley and Charleston counties for 
schools and roads. 

Robert H. Mohlenbrock is chairman of 
the department of botany at Southern 
Illinois University at Carbondale. 
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Five windows,wide, less than half a pane high, 
The mountains tape the piedmont to the sky. 

Before he had traveled beyond his backyard, 
My son felt sure that in the mountains 
All trees are blue. 
~ 

THE 
BLUE 
RID E 
Photography by Edwin 

Poetry by Ed Minus 



From here they have been mistaken for clouds. 
From there we have been mistaken for clay. 

They are chameleon and inconstant: 
Lilac, ageratum, muscadine. 
Some days, no matter how long you stare, 
They are not there. 



For us the mountains are like the moon: 
We know only one side 
And seldom think beyond. 

It requires a conscious effort to recall 
That Hollywood exists behind Hogback. 
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The mountains roll out of the tunnel of the woods 
And in silence ride the skyline out of sight. 
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Sandburg settled and tended goats. 
Scott Fitzgerald came down for the cure. 
And Thomas Wolfe grew up alone. 
But all we can see from here is blue stone. 
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The sun, roughly the size of a quarter, 
Slides out of sight between the mountains 

and the sky-
Sucked into that sometime sunset machine. 

When the corn is high 
The mountains come closer. 

They lie as gracefully along the western horizon 
As a woman's bare arm resting full-length on a table. 
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In the early morning sun's glare, I 
waded up a glistening seaward stream 
which was quietly trying to empty a 

10-acre salt-water lagoon. The stream set 
about this task at each low tide, never 
realizing its ambition would always be 
thwarted . Not only was the lagoon sur
rounded by a basin, but at high tide the 
stream would be forced to reserve its 
ambitions and flow distended back 
toward the lagoon. But the stream never 
gave up trying to empty the lagoon, and I 
never stopped trying- during the cooler 
post-dawn and pre-dusk periods of my 
vacation days- to capture a now familiar 
prey. 

A mobile hunter, I armed myself with 
a foot-wide net fashioned to a three-foot
long pole. During low tide I always 
spotted my prey 50 feet or so ahead-a 
dark blotch silhouetted in the gleaming 
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reflection of this ambitious stream. At 
times, the prey's dorsal side lay exposed 
above the surface of the meandering 
brine . 

"I've got him now," I would mutter 
with satisfaction . 

I always trekked this creature against 
the current. My quarry, trying to escape, 
would always scurry with the flow and, 
therefore, would have to come toward 
me, ultimately trying to elude my long 
reach with a flanking movement. 

Seeing my prey, I stopped my shuf
fling pace and extended my net just 
above the water. A dozen feet away, I 
paused to study my quarry. Beady 
stalked eyes beneath the spiny rim of a 
carapace glowered at me. The creature 
backpedaled swiftly, its 10 blue legs 
flashing. It dodged to the left. I moved to 
the left. It scurried to the right. I scurried 

likewise. My threatening approach, grow
ing more ominous by the second, forced 
the crustacean, as a last resort, to wiggle 
back into the sandy bottom, hoping to 
find refuge from its gargantuan pursuer. 

But too late. Down shot the net into 
the sand. A brown cloud exploded into 
the clear brine. The net ascended . In it a 
large front pincer snapped at the air. 
Other pincers locked themselves into the 
mesh of the net-I had my blue crab. 

The blue crab inhabits the Atlantic 
Coast from Cape Cod to Florida. My 
battleground was South Carolina's Hunt
ington Beach-or Magnolia Beach, as 
some maps label it. The beach, roughly 
20 miles equidistant between Georgetown 
and Myrtle Beach, is part of Huntington 
Beach State Park, formed in 1961 when 
the property was leased to the state by 
the trustees of Brookgreen Gardens. The 
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entrance to the gardens, a wildlife and 
cultural oasis, is directly across U.S. 17 
from the entrance to the state park. 

My family and I visited Huntington 
Beach in late June. My first experi
ence with blue crabbing was three 
years before on the white beaches of 
Ocracoke Island on North Carolina's 
Outer Banks. Blue crabs had been the 
remotest thing from our minds until the 
last day of our week-long stay. Then, by 
accident, we discovered that those dark 
blotches anchored on the lip of the 
undertow along the beach were blue 
crabs. We rushed to the store to buy nets, 
returned, and in less than an hour had 
brought in 27 of these tasty crustaceans. 

But at Huntington the scheme was 
different. The water along the shore was 
usually too murky and too turbulent to 
see our friends. We spent nearly half our 
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Most crabbers prefer to go after the blue crab with 
a piece of meat attached to a string. Crabs hang 
on for dear life in an effort to get away with a small 
fish, a morsel of beef or a chicken neck. 

first day fruitlessly searching the incom
ing tide. And then we ran across the 
mouth of our stream. 

Most Huntington campers directed 
their efforts at catching the blue crab by 
fishing for them at the lagoon or in the 
marsh, which separates the beach from 
th e mainland's campgrounds. These 
crabbers tied lines or cords around pieces 
of old meat or chicken neck and hurled 
the bait out into the water. After a short 
spell, the fishing crabber would pull the 
bait in a little so he could see whether a 
crab had clamped onto it. Gingerly he 
would lower his net. Then suddenly he 
would scoop up the crab, meat and all. 
Other crabbers preferred letting the 

A confused crab, above, is hoisted 
up in a net. Grasping the net 
with his pincers, he will let go as 
soon as he is lowered into a 
bucket of seawater, thinking 
that he is about to go free. 
Right, a couple of Florida natives 
search for blue crabs along 
an inlet at Huntington Beach. 

-All photos by W. D. Weekes 

stream do the work . They would extend a 
20- or 30-foot net across the current, 
hoping it would drag the crabs into their 
trap . Personally, I prefer the hunter ap
proach- seek and ferret out. It's more 
fun, more sporting, and one doesn't have 
to resort to handling fetid meat. 

Stalking the wild blue crab can be a 
family affair . The more eyes, the better 
to see the crab. At times we would all 
wander through stream and lagoon. Often 
strangers passing by; once informed of 
our objective , would search a little while 
and help us locate a victim. Young men 
and boys seemed eager to compete for 
the honor of having discovered a blue 
crab. 

1• 
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Early one morning I even proselytized 
one crabber. I spotted a man who had 
been fishing for crab at the marsh. The 
man, an ecologist from Asheville, N.C., 
had been catching nothing but crabs too 
small to keep. I suggested he try stalking 
the stream, which was 100 feet away. He 
was reluctant to change his modus 
operandi-until I called him over to where 
I had discovered a big blue crab in the 
stream. 

"Here's one," I shouted, trying to 
make my voice audible above the inces
sant roar of breaking waves. He came over 
with his net. I pointed in front of me 
where the crab was frozen in a defensive 
posture. 

"Quick!" I exclaimed. The creature 
was beginning to burrow back into the 
sand in an attempt to disappear from his 
attackers. 

The Asheville man swiped down into 
the sand where the crab had vanished. He 
lifted his net and showed his prize. 

"This one's a lot bigger than what I've 
been getting," he observed with a smile. I 
left him to his pursuits along my stream. 

Late that afternoon, I had passed up 
the stream at low tide and reached the 
lagoon. The stream had sucked much of 
the water's depth out of the peripheral 
areas of the marshy, bird-adorned pond. 
After I had scooped up one of my largest 
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blue crabs, a fellow with a pail came over 
and looked at it. 

I lowered the crab, still attached to the 
net, over my plastic pail, which was half 
filled with brine. The crab felt the wet
ness and began unlatching its hold on the 
net, thinking it had found an avenue of 
escape beneath. At first I had carried 
water in the bucket to keep my catches 
alive and fresh until they were to meet 
their agonizing deaths in a pot of boiling 
water. But I eventually also discovered 
the water to be effective in causing the 
crabs to release their claims on my net. 

The fellow with the pail, whom I later 
learned was a professor from Columbia, 
was also seeking the blue crab. 

"l 'd be careful about walking bare
footed around here," he cautioned, 
noting my unshod feet. "The oyster shells 
can cut your feet to ribbons." 

It was not unusual to see tiny shells 
walking on the bottom of the lagoon, 
going nowhere in particular. Hermit crabs 
appropriate oyster shells; nassaus and 
periwinkles carry them on their backs as 
their burdens of protection. 

Saucered depressions dotted the black 
muck of the lagoon bottom, submerged 
in places in only two inches of water. 
Cupped comfortably in these depressions 
lay small blue crabs, their eyes peeping 
above the edges of these mini-craters. 

Safely hidden, secure in their obscurity, 
they may have been waiting for things 
edible to wander by. Or they may have 
been waiting out the days until they 
would regain their hard shells. Young 
blue crabs molt once a week. Older ones 
molt less frequently. While molting, these 
crabs hide because, being "soft shelled," 
they are extremely vulnerable if attacked. 

The crabs I disturbed dashed out of 
their hideaways. Upon my approach, they 
sashayed back and forth like vacillating 
square dancers. Always they faced me, 
pincers raised out of the water, snapping 
at me comically like toy boxers. 

"I caught a huge crab just about where 
you are now," the young professor called 
over to me. "It was covered with moss 
and it came right for me. His claws were 
as long as a screwdriver." 

Usually blue crabs grow carapaces no 
wider than six inches and no longer than 
three inches. The carapaces are twice as 
wide as they are long. Females are usually 
smaller. 

"He must have been king of this 
domain," I replied, waving my arm over 
the general area of my side of the lagoon. 

I slushed back into deeper water. A 
pinkish sea slug floated by, carried gently 
by the stream, waving leaf-like ap
pendages in a rippling movement. White 
fingerling mullets skipped over the water 
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in schools that darted out of my way. I 
headed back to camp over a trail littered 
with mounds of BB-sized mud balls 
packed neatly in cannonball fashion by 
tiny fiddler crabs that scampered into 
quarter-sized holes as I neared. 

Back in camp the blue crabs were soon 
lifted into and out of the boiling water. 
They were now red crabs. As I savored 
the white meat in the claws, I realized 
that these instruments of pain and 
protection can also be epicurean delights. 
Also I had to acknowledge the blue crab 
to be an arthropod (jointed legs). Crabs 
have the ability-called autotomy-to 
escape an enemy's grasp by automatically 
breaking off their jointed legs. This is 
obvious to anyone trying to disengage the 
claws from the net. 

In dislodging the carapace, I was 
reminded the blue crab is of the class 
Crustacea, a name defining creatures that 
bear a hard "shell" which is really an 
exoskeleton of chitinous material (similar 
in composition to one's fingernail). The 
segmentation of the body and appendages 
and the fact the appendages emanate 
from the abdomen put our tasty 
crustacean into a certain sub-class called 
Malacostraca. Because the abdomen has 
six of these legs, it is snuggled into 
another cubbyhole of designation. The 
fact that this crab has a large carapace, 
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The author's wife, left, hunts along the stream and lagoon 
area at Huntington Beach. Her prey can be spotted 
scurrying along the shallow bottom looking for food. 

which is fused and covers a gilled thorax, 
and has stalked eyes, puts it into the 
Eucarida division; and the fact it has ten 
legs places it in the Decapoda order. The 
short, squat abdomen makes the blue 
crab a Brachyura. Most important of all, 
however, is the fact it's an edible 
Brachyurum, a soft-shelled crab of the 
genus Ca/linectes. 

And as the sea breezes sweep across 

The hunted, left, is easily 
visible along the sandy 
bottom, "walking" in the 
typical sideways walk 
of the blue crab. Below, 
the author's family 
inspects the catch. Later, 
the catch will be 
roasted and eaten for 
a true culinary 
delight. Everyone will 
be satisfied with 
the meal-except the crabs. 

the long-leafed pine, bayberry and red 
bay in the late afternoon sun, and 1 'm 
sitting contentedly at camp munching a 
delectable piece of white meat gleaned 
from the underside of Callinectes, I 'II 
undoubtedly be thinking about all this. 

William D. Weekes is an outdoor writer 
for the Spartanburg Herald-Journal. 
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The Curtain Is 
Going Up Again 
at the Abbeville 
Opera House 
By Ellen H. Henderson 

T
he houselights had dimmed as the 
tuxedoed gentlemen hastily drew last 
puffs on their cigars, crushed them in 

the brass cuspidor and rushed down the 
aisles to be seated. Women dressed in 
unaccustomed finery, now unable to con
tinue their guarded appraisals of the rest 
of the audience, whispered excitedly to 
each other, pointing to their playbills and 
stealing expectant glances at the drawn 
curtain. At last the musicians struck their 
opening chords, the curtain went up and 
the stage was filled with a cast as glamor
ous as promised in the front page ad
vertisement of the Abbeville Banner. 

During the first half of the century, 
glittering show girls, black-faced min
strels, thundering chariots pulled by live 
horses, and the rage of Broadway, George 
White's Scandals, all appeared in the 
Opera House, pride of Abbeville, popula
tion 3,500. According to the common 
practice of the day, the theatre was built 
by the city of Abbeville as an addi
tional source of revenue and was housed 
in a complex with the County Court
house and City Hall. The design closely 
copied Atlanta's Grant Theatre and Rich
mond's Lyric, with a huge 7 ,500-square
foot stage to accommodate even the 
largest touring cast. 

From Oct. 8, 1908, when The Great 
Divide was performed as the premiere 
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play, until the late '20s, Abbevillians and 
theatre-lovers from nearby McCormick, 
Greenwood and Anderson were enter
tained with the latest and, some say, the 
finest American theatrical productions. 
Paying as much as $ 3.50 for an orchestra 
seat or as I ittle as 50 cents for a space in 
the second balcony or peanut gallery, 
formally attired adults and barefoot 
children filled the auditorium whenever a 
show came to town. 

Located on the main line of the 
Seaboard Rai I road, Abbeville and 
Columbia were the only South Carolina 
stops for the troupes, heading from 
extended engagements in Atlanta to Rich
mond's Lyric Theatre. The one-night 
stands along the way provided extra 
income for the cast, and the festive 
evenings gave Abbeville farmers and 
merchants topics of conversation for 
months afterwards. 

By early afternoon on show day, 
special trains had arrived carrying excited 
theatre patrons from nearby towns . 
Sometimes their enthusiasm would be 
heightened by a parade of elaborately 
costumed performers who would sing and 
dance on the brick streets around the 
square. Each performance usually began 
at 5 p.m. and continued until 11 p.m. 
with a two-hour intermission. The 
evening was not over when the curtain 

went down . The exhausted actors, 
actresses, stagehands and musicians would 
walk across the street to spend the night 
at the town's only hotel, the Eureka, now 
known as the Belmont. The audience 
dispersed to the homes of various 
Abbevillians to dine and to compare again 
and again favorite parts of the show . 

Stories in the Abbeville Medium and in 
the Banner report that The Klansman and 
Yankee Drummer, a musical comedy 
starring the popular Lyman twins, were 
among the shows booked into the Opera 
House. A perennial tale circulated by 
old-timers tells of two live horses gallop
ing across the 75-foot-wide stage pulling 
chariots for a performance of Ben Hur. 
Some say that Enrico Caruso, Jimmy 
Durante and Fanny Brice played the 
Opera House, but no confirmation can be 
found. An escape artist did thrill local 
crowds in 1928, but he was not the 
famous Houdini whom a few residents 
claim came to Abbeville. 

The theatre offered a wide range of 
shows. The Ziegfield Follies, minstrel 
shows and live opera brought enthusiastic 
audiences to fill the 1,000 seats. When 
the silent movies began to replace the 
New York shows, the crowds still came to 
the Opera House to watch Hollywood's 
cinema magic, complete with local nar
rator and piano player. By the end of the 
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'20s, however, the traveling troupes had 
given their last performances in·the Opera 
House. 

In the early '40s, the stage area was 
sealed with a screen, and the Opera House 
was officially converted to a movie thea
tre, which it remained until 1966 when a 
lack of business forced its closing. 

For a time the Opera House was 
forgotten. Some of Abbeville's oldest 
residents might reminisce about the 
shoot-out which occurred there between 
two city policemen. A few even recalled 
how Sam Rosenberg went to see the 
drama Seven Keys to Baldpate and came 
away so infatuated with the ingenue, 
Blanche Brin, that he later followed her 
to New York and married her. 

Rats built their nests among stacks of 
old handbills and raced on catwalks high 
above the empty arena where spiders now 
wove intricate sets. The asbestos stage 
curtain, once resplendent with colorful 
scenes and embroidered with names of 
local merchants, deteriorated behind the 
blank movie screen. Dust settled in the 
seats, and the wind whistling through the 
flyloft was the only sound heard in the 
Opera House for almost three years. 

Sixty years after the first performance, 
the Opera House was again filled with an 
opening night audience. The long
neglected auditorium was sparkling with a 
hasty refurbishing, and when the heavy 
red curtain was raised, a cast of perform
ers returned the magic of live theatre to 
the boards of the Opera House. 

The play, Thornton Wilder's classic, 
Our Town, was an appropriate selection 
for such an occasion and for the members 
of the Abbeville Community Theatre. 

Only a month before, George Settles, 
Abbeville Community Theatre (ACT) 
director, was told that the Chestnut 
Street School auditorium would be un
available for the last play of the season. 
Determined to provide patrons with their 
promised fare, Settles called a meeting in 
the Opera House and asked for volunteers 
to clean the place just enough to permit a 
five-day run of the play. Settles, former 
manager of the movie theatre, was aware 
of the historic significance of the build
ing. His 10 years as community theatre 
director sharpened his appreciation of its 
theatrical bonuses-perfect acoustics for 
live productions, 12 dressing rooms, cue 
doors adjoining the stage and a capacity 
for flying 50 backdrops or set pieces, an 
ability many professional theatres would 
envy. 

Abbeville businessmen, housewives 
and students formed clean-up crews and 
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Right, the restoration 
of the mezzanine 
and the gallery of the 
Abbeville Opera 
House included ex
tensive repairs 
on the upholstery. 
Below right, 
George Settles, director 
of the Abbeville 
Community Theatre 
and prime mover 
behind the restoration, 
operates the old 
hemp house pinrail, 
a system of 
changing sets which 
has virtually 
disappeared from 
American theatres. 

-Photo courtesy Abbeville Community Theatre 

began their work the next night at the old - - -- ---
Opera House. More and more their breaks 
were spent exploring the musty facilities, 
and soon the tat k of restoration had 
become contagious. While the cast re
hearsed the upcoming play, the auditori
um was filled with workmen hammering 
and painting and women hanging wall
paper and measuring seats for new covers. 

More than $20,000 in building 
materials, carpeting and even upholstery 
fabric was donated by Abbeville mer
chants and industries. The dramatic 
proscenium- front stage-was reclaimed 
by tearing down the two-story Sheetrock 
screen which had sealed it for years. 
Debris and dirt were cleaned from the 
three floors of narrow hallways, stairs and 
dressing rooms. bordering the stage. 

Those attending Our Town perform
ances were amazed at the transformation. 
Instead of the drab movie theatre many 
remembered, the Opera House sparkled 
with all 300 houselights illuminating the 
red carpeting and gold-trimmed white 
walls, an effective color scheme borrowed 
from European theatres. 

After the re-opening, Settles found 
himself becoming more immersed in the 
dream of complete restoration. A 
$50,000 grant from the S.C. Department 
of Parks, Recreation and Tourism was 
awarded to repair the Opera House roof, 
secure fire hazards and rewire the entire 
building. His salary paid by the S.C. Arts 
Commission, Settles spent two years pre
paring another grant under which 
$100,000 has been approved, half from 
the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development's monies for historic preser
vation, half provided by matching funds 
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from the state and the town of Abbeville. 
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Still this falls $86,000 short of the 
capital needed to follow the master plan 
submitted by James Washman, AIA, 
Greenville architect. Explained Settles, 
"Building materials have gone up drasti
cally- almost 40 percent since the grant 
was prepared three years ago." He is not 
sure what will be eliminated but is fairly 
certain that installation of central heating 
and air conditioning and restoration of 
the first and second balconies can be 
accomplished with the grant funds . 

Visitors to Abbeville eventually find 
their way across the square to City Hall 
and the Opera House, now listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places and 
recently recognized by the League of 
Historic Theatres, the only playhouse in 
the Carolinas to be so honored. On 
Saturdays, when his office is open until 2 
p.m., City Clerk Dick Edwards is often 
interrupted by people asking to see the 
Opera House. Edwards and other city 
employees now keep Opera House 
brochures on their desks and occasionally 
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If you're not ready 
torock, 

come to the Pointe 
and swing. 

Morgan's Pointe is for peo
ple who want to live life ... 
not merely pass through it. 
For people who want to 
swing ... a golf club, a tennis 
racquet, a sailboat's boom. 
Enjoy two P.G.A. champion
ship golf courses ... each 
designed with a distinct and 
unique personality by leg-
endary golf course architect ._'\I ____ _ 

Willard Byrd. (The 
first nine is scheduled for completion Fall 
'74.) Lighted all-weather tennis courts, to be 
completed Spring '75. The lntracoastal 
Waterway and the ocean, easily visible from 
the yacht basin (to open Summer 1975). 

Nature's lovliest birds and 
animals, living naturally. 

And only twelve miles from 
our gatehouse, three 

centuries of history and 
tradition weave through the 

cobblestone streets and 
magnificent gardens of the city 

where the South began - historic 
Charleston. 

Morgan's Pointe. The 
pointe of no return for 
people who would rather 
swing than rock. Come 
see the wide selection of 
homesites now under 
development ... or for 
more information call 
toll-free 1-800-845-5355 
(inside South Carolina, call 
1-800-922-3887) or write 
to Dept.10, Drawer 957, 

Charleston, South Carolina, 29402. 

Obtain HUD property report from developer and read it before signing anything. HUD neither approves the 
merits of the offering nor the value, if any, of the property. This offering is not available to residents in states 
where prohibited by law. 



A scene from The Last Hour, a dramatization of the last meeting of 
the Confederate cabinet as they stopped off in Abbeville. The play 
was written by Abbevillian Dottie Black for the Tricentennial. 

give impromptu tours . 
Players from all over the United States 

have played the Opera House since 1968, 
performing in regional competitions of 
the College Theatre Festival and the 
American Community Theatre Festival 
and with drama groups from Lander and 
Erskine colleges. The Opera House has 
also been the setting for community 
beauty contests, dance recitals and band 
concerts. 

"We're better known than most his
toric playhouses," maintains Settles, who 
can reel off an impressive list of national
ly prominent critics, writers and directors 
who have come to South Carolina solely 
to participate in theatrical events at the 
Opera House. "They feel the same stage 
magic here that invariably compels casts 
to give exceptional performances," 
Settles says. "There's something quite 
special about acting in the Opera House. 
It's a real theatre, not an auditorium, and 
the aura of such a theatre can be over
whelming." 

The Community Theatre has per
formed more than 30 plays in the Opera 
House . One of its most successful was an 
original play, The Last Hour, written by 
Abbevillian Dottie Black for the Tricen
tennial celebration . The drama, which has 
won acclaim of South Carolina historians 
for its accuracy, depicts the events lead
ing to the final meeting of the Con
federate cabinet and its subsequent dis
missal by President Jefferson Davis. This 
took place about a mile from the theatre 
in the Burt House, a private residence 
which has been wi lied by its owner to the 
Abbeville Historic Preservation Commis
sion. 
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In spite of good crowds, the all-vol un
teer theatre group is in financial trouble, 
with no money to pay the extra expenses 
of monthly utilities and annual main
tenance for the Opera House. A Century 
Club, composed of $100 donors , has been 
organized by Settles in an attempt to 
keep a live company associated with the 
Opera House. 

One possible income source may be 
provided by a summer repertoire work
shop conducted in the Opera House by 
the Erskine College drama department. 
The Last Hour would alternate with 
con temporary selections during the 
10-week season in which students would 
not only act in the plays but also learn 
the backstage mechanics of theatre opera
tions. Settles is confident that th is sum
mer stock could draw sizable audiences 
from the estimated 4 million vacationers 
who flock to campsites and resort homes 
at Hickory Knob State Park, Clark Hill 
and Lake Hartwell - all only a few 
minutes' drive from Abbeville . 

The Opera House, one of the few 
historic playhouses in operation , seems to 
have a charming effect on those who see 
it. I ts old "hemp house" operation of 
sets, the versatile stage which lends itself 
equally to musical extravaganzas and 
small dramatic plays and the intimate 
design of the auditorium prompted one 
theatrical architect to comment, "I 
couldn't replace the building for one 
million dollars or its atmosphere for 
another million ." 

Ellen H. Henderson is a free-lance writer 
from Columbia. 

20 FOOT 
MOTOR HOME 

completely insulated. 

Roof air conditioning 
Power plant 
And many other extras 

Sale Price 
$8495.00 

Superior Motors Inc. 
"The Little Profit Dealer" 

Pontiac • Bu ic k 
Orangeburg, SC 
Phone 534- 11 23 

Columbia Number 252-9631 

THE HELMS 25 
The southeast's 
Favorite 25' 
Trallerabla Yacn11 

Here's a yacht you'll be proud to own 
and able to take anywhere, because she's 
beautifully built as a shoal-draft keel-center
boarder. 

The Helms 25 was designed by Jack A. 
Helms and is built in South Carolina, mak
ing it possible to incorporate features of 
particular importance to sailors cruising on 
Southeastern waters. 

Check her standard features .. . and the 
price. The Helms 25 is your best buy in a 
quality, trailerable yacht ! 

VALK 

SAILBOAT CENTER 
3634 Fernandina Road 

Columbia, South Carolina 29210 
(803) 798-0550 
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You know the kind of 
dependable maintenance and 
repair service you can expect 
from Southern Bell. 

I 

I 

Southern Bell can survey your needs and 
make a wide range of recommendations with no 
consultation fees. These are just some of the 
reasons you'll find that when it comes to business 
communications, nobody talks business like 
Southern Bell. 

@ Southern Bell 

With Southern Bell, you don't have to 
worry about tying up capital, insurance, 
obsolescence, taxes, depreciation or 
unexpected repair costs. 



P
aella, pronounced pa - en - ya, could 
be called the national dish of Spain. 
This exotic concoction is an artistic 

combination of colorful ingredients, 
blending brilliant yellow saffron rice, 
deep red pimiento and bright green peas 
with chicken, pork and an unending 
variety of succulent shellfish. 

My husband Wally and I took a trip to 
Edisto Island two summers ago. It was 
only to be a weekend respite for a 
work-weary, beach-loving couple, but it 
marked the beginning of a culinary adven
ture which involved two continents and 
carried us over the ocean on a 6,000-mile 
journey. 

Crabbing was very successful that day 
at Edisto, and afterwards we bought some 
fresh shrimp and clams to round out our 
meal. It was then that my Spanish hus
band, who loves to cook, spoke those 
words I will always remember. "You are 
in for a rare treat," he said. "I am going 
to prepare a paella just for you!" 

I admit that I was somewhat less than 
enthusiastic, but I'm nothing if not game . 
Don't get me wrong; I adore paella, but I 
had eaten it only in exclusive restaurants 
served elegantly by Spaniards in velvet 
coats with flamenco guitarists strumming 
romantically in the flickering candlelight. 
Well, we scouted around for saffron and a 
few of the most essential ingredients, and 
Wally began chopping and sauteing while 
I lit the candles and hummed "Mala
guena." I must say that the resulting dish 
looked and tasted delicious. To me, that 
is; but when you're a Spaniard, you see, 
and a perfectionist to boot, delicious is 
just not good enough: When it comes to 
paella, it must be absolutely incredible! 
And thus began our adventure to discover 
the perfect paella. 

Our destiny called us to Spain the 
following summer. We shopped, saw 
castles and museums, bullfights and 
cathedrals, but mostly we ate; and what 
we mostly ate was paella. We ate it 
everywhere. We ate it in restaurants 
where the waiters wore velvet coats and 
the flamenco guitars strummed roman
tically in the candlelight, and we ate it in 
restaurants where the only background 
music was the hum of the flies and the 
laughter of the working men as they 
gossiped over their midday meal. And we 
talked to the cooks and to the waiters 
and the working men. We talked to the 
shopkeepers and the housewives. And we 
found out some simple truths. The exotic 
dish paella is one of the world's great 
dishes which had filled the hungry bellies 
of the poor peasants for many years 
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Paella. By Myrna Rodriguez 

South Carolina Seafood 
Makesa 
Great Dish 
Greater 

before it evolved into a gourmet treat. We 
also discovered that there are as many 
recipes for paella as there are for vege
table soup or beef stew, and that every 
Spanish kitchen has at least one secret 
ingredient or a favorite method of prepa
ration that makes each paella just a bit 
different. We assembled the most compre
hensive file of paella recipes known to 
mortal man and, with paella pan in hand, 
returned to South Carolina. The first 
place we headed for was Edisto Island, 
determined to cull a little from each 
recipe and put our new-found wisdom to 
work. I'm delighted to report that the 
resulting dish (elegantly served to me by a 
Spaniard in cut-off blue jeans and a 
T-shirt) was absolutely incredible! 

So, whether your castle is on the Costa 
del Sol or the Grand Strand, whether it 

Paella, the national dish of Spain, 
is right at home with South 
Carolina seafood . Even if you vacation 
in a tent at the beach, a serving 
of paella will make vou feel like you're 
in a castle in Spain. 
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Washington House 

European Haute Cuisine 

The Washington House is truly a unique experience in dining. 
Unexcelled gourmet foods and complementing wines served in the old 
world atmosphere. Dinner reservations are requested. 

* 

Dinner Served Tuesd(l)l - Saturday 
Lunch Served Tuesday - Friday 

Washington House 
1007 E. Washington Street 

Greenville , S. C. 
803-242-1027 

Tuesday through Saturday 

HISTORIC FLAGS OF 
EARLY UNITED STATES 

* • • • • 

We are proud to offer this series of reproductions of 
flags of the Revolutionary War era. These 12 flags, 
chosen for their historical significance and attractive 
appearance, are 4x6" and complete with a 4'h" 
diameter gold-finish wood stand ... $8.30 . • • 

* 
* * * * * 

Consult your flag headquarters for an outstanding 
selection of historic, church, United States, state, and 
foreign flags; custom-made banners, flagpoles , and 
accessories. 

* For more information and brochures write or call: * * 
* * FLAGPOLES, LTD. * * *• ,.* 

-Ir -tr 118 Dolphin Drive * * 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302 

(803) 579-0501 

-Ir 
-Ir 

• • -Ir 

overlooks the azure waters of the Medi
terranean or the tranquil beaches of the 
South Atlantic, whether it's a majestic 
stone fortress perched high on a moun
taintop in sunny Spain or a weathered 
wooden cottage nestled amid the sand 
dunes of coastal Carolina, one thing is 
certain: There is no better dish to delight 
the eye and please the palate of a 
sunburned hungry crowd then the ex
quisitely delicate taste of paella . 

PAELLA 
(Serves 8 to 10) 

2 chickens (use the meatier parts) cut into 
serving pieces 

Flour 
Salt 
% cup olive oil 
2 green peppers, chopped 
2 medium onions, chopped 
3 extra large cloves of garlic , chopped fine 
3 ripe medium tomatoes , chopped 
1 jar pimiento (7 oz.) drained (buy whole 

pimiento) chop half and slice half 
lb. Spanish sausage (called chorizo) . Don't 
stop here- this is only for purists. Italian 
sweet sausage is just as good and boneless 
cubed pork roast is great. 
heaping tsp. crumbled saffron (use a 
measuring spoon and don't scrimp- this is 
probably the most important ingredient) 

3 cups raw converted rice 
6Yi cups boiling hot chicken broth 
1 lb . fresh crab meat 
1 lb . shrimp (boiled) 
12 mussels or clams (the smaller the better) 
1 cup fresh or frozen peas 
2 lemons cut into wedges (allow one wedge 

per serving) 

Season chicken pieces with salt and roll in 
flour. Cube pork or sausage. Chop vege
tables. Heat olive oil in large skillet. 
Brown chicken pieces and meat. Place in 
shallow paella pan . (Ours is 14-inch
diameter x 2Yi -inch-deep, or you can use 
a turkey roaster .) Add green peppers, 
onions, gar I ic, tomatoes and the chopped 
half of the pimiento to pan drippings. 
Saute until soft. Pour contents of skillet 
over chicken and pork. Add rice . Crumble 
saffron into chicken broth and pour over 
mixture. Cover and bake in a preheated 
moderate oven (350 degrees) for approxi
mately 45 minutes or until liquid is 
absorbed and rice is tender. Uncover and 
stir in crab. Top with shrimp, clams and 
peas. Heat uncovered another 10 minutes 
or until clams open. Don't let the rice dry 
out. Garnish with remaining pimiento and 
arrange lemon wedges around the edge of 
pan. Serve with garlic bread, salad, chilled 
wine (Sangria is great) and a flair. And 
don't be surprised when your guesrs jump 
to their feet with a resounding OLE! 

Myrna Rodriguez is assistant to the 
producer of SCORE. 
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In answer to t~e ol~ ~uestion ... 

In ~out~ tarolina, t~e l11 tomes first 
A

s a motorist travels the highways of 
South Carolina, he may readily ob
serve the abundance of agricultural 

crops in the Palmetto State . In the Pee 
Dee area, he may see gold literally grow
ing on plants in the form of tobacco. As 
he travels the highways th rough the 
southern tip of the state he can see fields 
of produce and truck crops. In the south 
central area, silos reach toward the sky 
like giant missiles, indicating that the 
dairy industry is alive and well. 

The motorist traveling the highways in 
the coastal plains section of South Caro
lina observes many cotton fields; cotton 
is still an important crop in South Caro
lina. 

The Piedmont and north central area 
are changing from an agrarian economy 
to an industrial economy . The im
portance of agriculture, however, can still 
be perceived as one encounters fields of 
crops and grazing livestock next to in
dustrial plants. Apple orchards cling to 
gently sloping mountainsides in the 
northwest corner of the state. In the 
upper Piedmont and ridge sections, South 
Carolina peach orchards produce more 
fresh market peaches than those of any 
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other state east of the Rockies. 
Travelers will see fields of soybeans, 

cotton, corn and small grains in any and 
al I areas of the state . 

These crops make up the multimillion 
dollar agricultural economy of South 
Carolina, but there is an agricultural crop 
in South Carolina that is not so obvious 
to the passing motorist; nevertheless, th is 
crop is a leading agricultural commodity 
in this state . The crop is South Carolina 
chicken eggs. 

The egg crop may be regarded as part 
of South Carolina's best kept secret. Most 
all chicken egg-laying houses are located 
off the main roads and highways . The 
houses must be located where the hens 
will not be disturbed. Laying hens may be 
affected in their egg formation and laying 
process by noise , light or other dis
turbances. Egg production can be cut 
drastically if the hens are startled or 
excited by traffic noises. 

In a typical egg producing operation, 
chickens are confined in wire cages, two 
or three to a cage. As the eggs are laid, 
they roll gently down a wire trough and 
onto a flat, 30 eggs to a flat. The flats are 
taken to a cooler, where the eggs stay for 

24 hours at 55 degrees . This step facil i
tates washing . 

From the cooler, the eggs are put on a 
conveyer belt and run through a washer 
to remove foreign matter . Then they are 
candled . 

The eggs are placed over bright lights 
which shine through the thin shells, mak
ing the eggs almost transparent. I nspec
tors examine the eggs and reject those 
with poorly formed yolks, blood spots in 
the yolk or white and other signs of poor 
quality eggs. The trained eye can easily 
detect malformation . 

The eggs then roll onto a conveyer belt 
of individual scales. The scales determine 
the weight of each egg. If an egg is not 
heavy enough to trip the scale , it rolls 
down to the next scale . When an egg 
finally trips the proper scale , the belt 
automatically deposits the egg in its 
corresponding size. By law, a dozen 
South Carolina large eggs must weigh no 
less than 24 ounces. A dozen jumbo eggs 
must weigh no less than 27 ounces. The 
eggs are then packaged in cartons, either 
paper or styrofoam, and the cartons are 
packed 30 to the case. The whole process, 
from hen to frying pan, takes 48 hours. 

Eggs have not always been so im
portant. Over the past 20 years South 
Carolina eggs have become increasingly 
more important to the state's agricultural 
economy. 

As late as the 1950s, South Carolina 
was an egg importing state. Millions of 
eggs were shipped in from the Midwest 
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and surrounding states. South Carolina 
was becoming a dumping ground for eggs 
of low quality . Consumers found that 
many eggs did not measure up to high 
standards of quality or uniformity in 
weight. This prompted legislation to pro
tect South Carolina egg producers and 
assure consumers that the eggs purchased 
would be of good quality, uniform in 
size and properly labeled to indicate 
whether they were locally produced or 
shipped in. 

The S.C. General Assembly passed 
such legislation, and in the late 1950s, the 
State Department of Agriculture began 
enforcing the new egg law. 

"Our egg inspectors began working 
with producers on their farms to upgrade 
the quality of eggs produced here," ex
plained Commissioner of Agriculture 
William L. Harrelson. "We also routinely 

Opposite, eggs are "candled" to 
detect any blood spots, mal
formed yolks or other defects. 

Right, freshly laid eggs roll gently 
onto a trough to the 

conveyer belt, where they will 
be taken to the cooler. 

Egg specialist Harvey Grayson, 
far right, inspects eggs 

in the cooling room. Here eggs 
are kept at 55 degrees for 

24 hours to facilitate washing. 

Below, eggs are automatically weigh
ed and grouped according to size. 
They will then be graded for quality . 
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check eggs in the retail stores for com
pliance with the law. Those not measur

. ing up to the quality standards must not 
be sold. 

"This program conducted by the S. C. 
Department of Agriculture has boosted 
sales by local producers and has played a 
major role in the phenomenal growth of 
'the egg industry in South Carolina," 
Commissioner Harrelson said. "We are 
now an exporter of eggs, sending approxi
mately 30 percent of South Carolina
produced eggs to many markets along the 
eastern seaboard. These exports to the 
other states are made after first satisfying 
the state's need for high quality Grade A 
eggs." 

Egg production has increased marked
ly. In 1953, only 514 million eggs were 
produced in South Carolina; in 1973, 1.3 
billion. These eggs generated cash receipts 

-All photos by Sonny Smith 

Ruth Rice of Easley, above, packs Grade 
A eggs in styrofoam cartons. The eggs will 
then be boxed and prepared for shipping. 

Nathaniel Simon of Lamar, right, 
loads a truck with South Carolina Grade 
A eggs. The whole process, from hen 
to frying pan, takes only 48 hours. 

of over $58 million - three times greater 
than cash receipts of 20 years before . 

The more than 1 billion eggs produced 
by 37 5 egg producers place South Caro
lina 19th in egg production by state . 
South Carolina is geographically located 
between the second and fifth largest egg 
producing states in the United States, 
Georgia and North Carolina respectively. 
California leads the nation with over 8 
billion eggs annually . 

Egg farmers may be found in all 46 
counties of South Carolina, from small 
producers with fewer than 500 laying 
hens to the large co-operatives with 
hundreds of thousands of laying hens, 
each laying an average of 235 eggs a year. 
The greatest concentration of egg pro
ducers is in Newberry and Lexington 
counties . Despite the success , however, 
South Carolinians have been eating fewer 
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eggs. In 1953, persons in farm households 
consumed 124 million eggs. In 1973, 
fewer than 17 million eggs were con
sumed by persons in farm households. 
South Carolina has become more urban
oriented during this time, which con
tributes greatly to this consumption 
pattern. Faced with an overall per capita 
decrease in the consumption of eggs, 
farmers pushed for methods to promote 
and advertise their products. 

On June 1, 1973 an Egg Marketing 
Order went into effect on all eggs pro
duced and sold in South Carolina. This 
marketing order created the Egg Board to 
promote and advertise South Carolina 
eggs. Composed of eight egg producers 
and one ex-officio member from the 
Agriculture Commission, this board is 
charged with expending the collected 
assessments for advertising and pro
motion of South Carolina eggs. Rivers C. 
Scarborough of Lamar, chairman of the 
Egg Board, explained that, "Under the 
marketing order funds are collected from 
the egg producers, and these funds are 
used for the promotion and advertising of 
South Carolina eggs. There is an assess
ment of two cents per case of 30 dozen 
eggs on al I eggs produced and sold in 
South Carolina." 

It is the producer who pays for the 
promotion. The two-cents assessment 
does not affect the price the consumer 
pays for the produce and is constant 
whether the price of a dozen eggs is 30 
cents or 90 cents. After three years, egg 
producers will vote again whether to 
continue this promotion program, modify 
it for another three years or discontinue 
it. 

From a very small beginning, the egg 
industry has grown to become a major 
segment of South Carolina's basic in
dustry, agriculture. The hidden crop of 
eggs has come a long way in South 
Carolina over the past 20 years. With the 
new program providing a means to obtain 
funds for the promotion and advertising 
of South Carolina eggs, the egg industry 
in this state should grow and make even 
greater contributions to the agricultural 
economy of South Carolina . 

Even though the importance of this 
hidden agricultural crop may not be 
obvious to the unsuspecting eye, its 
presence will surely affect the overall 
economy of South Carolina now and in 
the years to come. 

Pat Black is marketing specialist for S.C. 
Department of Agriculture. 
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The 
Other 
General 
Lee 
By LARRY E. PURSLEY 

0 n the morning of May 28, 1908, the Vicks
burg telegraph announced that Gen . Stephen 
Dill Lee had answered his final roll call and 

joined thousands of his comrades in Valhalla. He was 
a premier commander in the Confederate Army and a 
leading figure in the post-Reconstruction South, yet 
in the years since his death Lee's name has faded into 
obscurity and his contributions to the Southern cause 
have been forgotten. 

The anonymity which enshrouds his name is 
unjustifiable. Lee was a man of modest and retiring 
personality who often was overshadowed by more 
colorful but less competent figures . Unlike many of 
his contemporaries, he injected no flair in the 
execution of his duties and attracted little attention . 
He also suffered the fate of serving in several theaters 
of operation, which caused his accomplishments to be 
ignored . 

Lee's very appearance bespoke a soldierly bearing. 
He stood six feet tall in a time when the height of six 
feet was a rarity . His medium-dark beard gave him a 
distinguished older look . He carried an aura of 
determination and reliability , to which his hearty 
shake of the hand attested. 

Stephen Dill Lee was born in Charleston, Sept. 22, 
1833. He was the son of Thomas and Caroline Alison 
Lee and a descendant of a line of eminent figures in 
South Carolina history . His great-grandfather, William 

Lee, was one of 40 prominent citizens of Charleston 
captured by the British and held for ransom during 
the Revolutionary War . His grandfather, Thomas Lee, 
was a federal judge in Charleston who remained a 
staunch Unionist during the nullification crisis . 

When Stephen was a young boy, the Lees moved 
to the Piedmont section of the state to escape an 
outbreak of fever in Charleston. They settled in 
Abbeville District. His mother died in 1838, and his 
father did not remarry until Stephen was 16 years 
old. The family then moved again to a farm near 
Rock Mills in Anderson District. Because the family 
was poor, young Lee was sent to live with his uncle, 
Stephen Lee, who ran a well-known boarding school 
near Asheville, noted for its curriculum and dis
cipline. From his uncle, who had attended West 
Point, young Stephen developed a desire to become a 
professional soldier . He applied for and secured an 
appointment to West Point from James L. Orr, the 
newly elected representative from Anderson District. 

Lee entered West Point in 1850. As a member of 
the cadet corps, he was an excellent student who 
ranked in the top half of his class in all subjects . He 
graduated seventeenth in a class of 46, standing 
fourth in cavalry tactics, nineteenth in artillery and 
eighteenth in infantry tactics . Among his classmates 
were J.E.B. Stuart, Custis Lee, William Pender, John 
B. Villepique and 0. 0 . Howard. 

Upon graduation from West Point on July 1, 1854, 
Lt. Lee was assigned to the 4th Artillery Regiment in 
Texas. The following six years were filled with 
routine , uneventful duty, except for a campaign 
against the Seminoles in Florida. Besides duty in 
Texas and Florida, he served in Kansas, the Dakotas 
and Nebraska until his resignation from the Army at 
Ft. Randal, Neb ., in February 1861. 

When South Carolina seceded from the Union, 
Lee, like many others, was faced with a momentous 
decision. Should his loyalty and devotion belong to 
the Union or to his native state? He was not in favor 
of secession, and he deeply regretted that South 
Carolina had taken that grave step. He was a 
professional soldier who had sworn to defend his 
government and had given six years to its defense. 
But foremost , he was a South Carolinian. South 
Carolina was the home of his birth, the home of his 
childhood; here were the graves of his ancestors and 
his heritage. The imminent threat of an invasion of 
his homeland placed him in an untenable situation 
and compelled him to cast his fate with his fellow 
Carolinians. 

Lee promptly offered his services to South Caro
lina and was commissioned a captain in the state 
militia. He was dispatched to Charleston, where the 
dark clouds of war were gathering over Ft. Sumter. 
On his arrival he was given the task of strengthening 
the harbor fortifications, particularly those on Morris 
Island. On March 6 he was named acting quarter
master and commissary general by Gen. P.G.T. 
Beauregard, who quickly developed a high regard for 
the young captain. Shortly afterwards he was ap
pointed a captain in the Confederate Army. 

After several months of suspenseful anxiety, the 
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-Photo by Richard Taylor, courtesy South Caroliniana Library 

Confederate government instructed Beauregard to 
demand the Federal evacuation of Ft. Sumter. Lee 
was one of three aides dispatched to Ft. Sumter to 
demand the transfer of the fort to Confederate 
control. Maj . Robert Anderson replied that he could 
not surrender the fort but felt that the lack of 
provisions would soon force evacuation . 

Beauregard received Anderson's reply with mixed 
emotions. In an effort to avoid hostilities, he again 
dispatched Lee and two other aides to Anderson to 
determine when the lack of provisions would force 
the evacuation of the fort . Beauregard instructed Lee 
to go to Ft. Johnson and order the artillery batteries 
to reduce the fort, in the event Anderson refused to 
surrender the fort without a delay. Anderson refused 
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to surrender, and at Ft. Johnson Lee delivered the 
most fateful command in American history. Up to 
this moment there had remained the desperate hope 
that war could be avoided, but when he delivered 
Beauregard's order the most tragic chapter in 
American history began. 

During the ensuing bombardment of Ft. Sumter, 
Lee remained at headquarters. After more than 30 
hours of incessant gunfire, the fort burst into flames. 
Beauregard again cal led on Lee and dispatched him 
along with Roger Pryor and William Miles to offer 
assistance to Anderson . Before they could reach the 
fort, however, the white flag of surrender appeared. 
Upon arrival at the fort, they learned that Louis T. 
Wigfall had just departed after having offered terms 
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of surrender. The officers informed Anderson that 
Wigfall was not a representative of Beauregard and 
convinced him that he should not renew the struggle, 
since representatives from Beauregard would arrive 
shortly with the terms of surrender . Anderson capitu
lated. 

After the surrender of Ft. Sumter, Lee was again 
employed in strengthening and repairing the harbor 
fortifications. He also acted as quartermaster, com
missary, engineer, disbursment officer and recruiting 
officer. His insatiable desire for active field command 
made these administrative duties distasteful, and at 
his request he was relieved and transferred to Virginia 
in July 1861. 

In Virginia he was given command of an artillery 
battery in the Hampton Legion. The battery con
sisted of raw recruits and volunteers, all totally 
ignorant of the intricacies of artillery warfare . Lee 
energetically assumed his duties and molded the 
battery into one of the most efficient units in the 
army . Hampton ordered Lee to harass Federal trans
ports on the Potomac River. His actions impeded 
commerce on the Potomac, and on one occasion he 
sank a gunboat, gaining wide acclaim. 

Elevated to chief of staff for Hampton in early 
March 1862, Lee played a conspicuous role in the 
Confederate retreat from the Occoquan. Gen. William 
Whiting assigned him the difficult task of withdraw
ing Whiting's division from Wolf Run Shoals. Lee 
accomplished a successful withdrawal in the face of a 
strong, threatening, enemy force and was highly 
praised by Whiting for the masterful manner in which 

At times, traveling can be, 
well, uncomfortable ... 

he performed the maneuver . 
During the Seven Days battles, officers of the 4th 

Virginia Cavalry were incapacitated. Lee was placed 
in command, and although he had had no prior 
experience as a cavalry officer, he rendered excellent 
service. His actions during the Seven Days and the six 
weeks following won him the plaudits of Gen . J .E.B. 
Stuart, his former West Point classmate and com
mander of the cavalry, and a promotion to lieutenant 
colonel and command of a battalion of artillery in the 
Hampton Legion. 

At Second Manassas, Lee captured his superiors' 
attention while serving as Longstreet's chief of 
artillery. On the second day of battle, his handling of 
the artillery prevented the destruction of Stonewall 
Jackson's corps and saved the Confederates from 
defeat. His guns opened fire on the assaulting Federal 
troops just as it seemed they would take Jackson's 
position. A withering fire of grape and canister 
shattered the oncoming Unionists . In a desperate 
attempt to silence the guns, the Unionists launched a 
direct assault against his position, yet Lee held his 
position and severely repulsed them . 

Throughout the battle, Lee maintained a detached 
and professional manner. He handled his guns superb
ly and gained the maximum effect rrom them. His 
accomplishment was even more spectacular because 
his battalion was newly formed , and two batteries 
were experiencing their initial action. 

His performance was commended by the com
manding general and the President. Gen. R. E. Lee 

(Continued on page 53) 

But Sandlapper magazine gives you the chance to 
travel about the state, meet its interesting people, to 
see its local sights, without leaving the cool comforts 
of home. There is a lot of South Carolina to see, and 
we put it all in your mailbox every month-photo 
essays, personalities and each little nook and cranny 
of South Carolina is yours 12 times a year for just 
$12 .00. Use the convenient order form in this 
magazine and 

Help us celebrate South Carolina. 

Sandlapper Press, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 1668 

Columbia, S. C. 29202 
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GILBERT-Lexington County Peach Festival. 
LANDRUM-"Honor America Days." 
MOUNTAIN REST-Mountain Rest Hillbilly 

Day. 

6 
CHARLESTON - White Point Gardens-Arrows 

for America (Archery Event by Scouts). 
7 

BETHUNE-Bethune Womans Club Building, 
U.S. Highway No. 1-Quilt Square Contest, 
Lunch, Historic Tour and Open House by 
the Lynches River Historical Society, 3 p.m. 

10-13 
GREENVILLE - Greenville Memorial Auditori

um- Miss South Carolina Pageant. 
13 

COLUMBIA-Bennings Road at Fort Jackson
Columbia Soap Box Derby. 

13-14 
GREER-Greer High School Cafeteria- Second 

Annual Bottle Show and Sale, July 13, 10 
a.m.-9 p.m., July 14, 12 noon-6 p.m . 

14 
SANTEE - Wings and Wheels Museum 

Childrens Day. 
14-26 

CLEMSON-Clemson University-Girls Tiger 
Basketball Camp. 

15-21 
BEAU FORT - Beaufort Water Festival. 

19-20 
PAGELAND - Pageland Watermelon Festival. 

22-28 
CHARLESTON - Founders' Festival, Black 

Emphasis. 
25-26 

GREENVILLE-Textile Hall Corporation
Spartanburg Kennel Club Dog Show. 

26-28 
GREENWOOD-Park Seed Company-Seventh 

Annual South Carolina Festival of Flowers. 
MYRTLE BEACH-Convention Center on Oak 

Street-Chapman's Antique Show. 

horse sl10ws 

JULY 
19-20 

CHESTERFIELD-Civitan Horse Show 
Grounds-27th Annual Chesterfield County 
Horse Show. 
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Brandies 

Every time brandy is mentioned 
most people think of Cognac; the 
connoisseur thinks a Cognac and 
Armagnac. Cognac and Armagnac are 
the names of the two French regions 
which have made French brandy fam
ous. 

The origin of the word Cognac 
comes from the city of Cognac, capital 
of the region directly above Bordeaux 
on the west coast of France. This 
region used to produce wines which 
added nothing to its reputation and 
were very poor in comparison with 
their great neighbors from Bordeaux. 
All the genius of this region, Les 
Charentes, was in its ability to produce 
a natural spirit of wine which has no 
equal in the world. This spirit, or eau 
de vie, is obtained by double distilla
tion of newly fermented wine, aged 
slowly in oak barrels for years to give 
Cognac all its noble qualities. The dirt 
floor of the cellar must be watered 
from time to time to maintain a high 
level of humidity in the atmosphere to 
prevent drying out the exterior of the 
barrels. 

This long stay transforms the spirit 
and improves it. The very volatile 
alcohol evaporates, reducing the alco
holic content as well as its volume, 
which is compensated for by keeping 
the barrels full. Cellar masters count 
three percent loss of volume a year. 
This dilution of the tannin of the oak 
wood gives Cognac its amber color. 

The territory of Cognac is divided 
into two main regions : the Grande 

Champagne and the Petite Champagne 
which produce the most famous ap
pelation controllees brandies. La Fine 
Champagne is a mixture of these two 
spirits and must contain at least 50 
percent Grande Champagne. 

A three-star cognac is one that has 
aged at least 18 months. A VSOP, 
Very Special Old Pale, has at least five 
years of aging in the barrel. The law 
places no limit on aging. Although 
cognac ages in wood and goes on 
improving for many years, it does not 
age in the bottle. 

Armagnac is the name given to the 
brandy produced in the southwest of 
France, exactly the same region where 
d'Artagnan, the hero of The Three 
Musketeers, lived. Armagnac is, accord
ing to general opinion, the second best 
brandy produced in the world. I will 
say that it can be the best, first 
because the distilled wine it is made of 
is more pleasant than Cognac; second, 
because the soil and climate of the 
region are different. Also, the oak that 
the casks are made of is better. Yet it 
is less well known because of smaller 
production and lack of organization in 
marketing. 

Generally most connoisseurs who 
have tried a good Armagnac never 
forget it. The quality of th is brandy is 
such that some of it can be sold white, 
(without aging), especially those pro
duced in Tenareze which 'have the 
greatest bouquet and a marvelous 
natural flavor. Armagnac is inimitable! 

Nowadays California has attempted 
to make some brandies and surprising
ly has not borrowed names from over
seas. The results are interesting and 
encouraging for the domestic industry. 
As a matter of fact there is room on 
the market for everyone and especially 
for some brandies more moderately 
priced than the French ones. 

jean-Pierre Chambas is wine consult
ant for the Wine & Cheese Cellar in 
Columbia. 
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how-to 
Tips for Fishing at Santee-Cooper 

-Photo by Landen 

Santee-Cooper waters are perhaps 
best known for their striped bass. In 
fact, the stripers in the extensive 
watery impoundments in the South 
Carolina Low Country provided a 
major surprise for piscatorial biologists 
when these fish, a seafaring species, 
demonstrated their ability to thrive in 
landlocked circumstances. During the 
past 20 years or so, fabled catches of 
striped bass-reaching a weight of up 
to 55 pounds-have been reeled in at 
Santee-Cooper. 

The stripers by no means constitute 
the entire fish story of Santee-Cooper 
waters. Many veteran fishermen now 
rate crappie and largemouth (or black) 
bass fishing practically as rewarding as 
striper fishing. Santee-Cooper has es
tablished the world record for crappie 
fishing. Furthermore, trophy-size 
catches of largemouth bass, as identi
fied separately from stripers or rock
fish, occur with a fair degree of regu-
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larity at Santee-Cooper, especially dur
ing the two big seasons for largemouth 
bass. 

As every sportsman knows, there 
are seasons within seasons. These time 
periods may occupy portions of regu
lar calendar seasons, or they may cross 
the lines of seasonal demarcations on 
the standard calendar. So it is with the 
two big seasons for largemouth bass 
fishing, which arrive at distinct times. 
The first of the big largemouth sea
sons, which occupies the end of win
ter, ranges from late February through 
mid-March; the second, which covers a 
considerable span in mid-summer, runs 
from late June through early August. 

The reason for the excellent large
mouth fishing (in upper Lake Marion, 
particularly) during the period from 
late February through mid-March is 
that, within this brief season, the fish 
are looking for a suitable area in which 
to spawn. The cause of such good 
fishing of this type from late June 
through early August is that, during 
this portion of the summer season, the 
fish are seeking water with a cooler 
temperature, which is provided by the 
branches of swamp cypresses. Conse
quently the wise largemouth bass 
fisherman should mark the periods of 
these seasonal activities on his fisher
man's calendar as the best times of the 
year to haul in his quota of large
mouths. 

The waters of Santee-Cooper afford 
an excellent environment for the large
mouth bass. There is plenty of cover, 
for one thing. The fishing areas con
tain beds of grasses, brushy thickets 
(favorite hideouts for big bass), lily 
pads, submerged logs and deep drops. 
Within these types of cover, the fish 
are never at a loss for forage. The 
result is very well-fed fish, culminating 
in a great number of mounting-size 
bass taken from the waters. As to the 
best baits for attracting the fish, many 
fine catches have been made with 
spinners and minnow-type lures. 

For crappie lovers, it is a good idea 
to employ the method of fishing 
known colloquially as "stump jump
ing," which consists of moving the 
boat from stump to stump and drop
ping the line in beside each stump in 
turn. The crappie species is notorious 
for frequenting waters around stumps 
at Santee-Cooper. 

Addison Barker is a free-lance writer 
from Florence. 

(Continued from page 7 O} 

something which an entire family can 
enjoy. Most of the fathers (and many 
of the mothers) that I know work on 
Tuesdays. No doubt some mothers and 
their children will be able to take 
advantage of the zoo's family plan. 
Personally I think it is a (expletive 
deleted) poor concession to make in 
lieu of an admission price reduction. 

The other concession made is that 
all school children from Lexington and 
Richland counties will be allowed to 
attend the zoo free. This is all well and 
good since the taxpayers from these 
two counties were tapped for some of 
the initial funds to get the zoo started. 
But what about taxpayers from these 
two counties who don't have children? 
They are getting no break that I am 
aware of, and this also seems unfair. 

In summary, several thoughts and 
recommendations: 

I seriously doubt that the repre
sentatives of the taxpayers of Lexing
ton and Richland counties and the 
members of the General Assembly 
would have been quite as supportive of 
initial zoo funding (which helped to 
make the zoo a reality in the first 
place) if they had known that the 
planned admission cost would 
economically discriminate against a 
certain percentage of their constituen
cy. Hopefully the zoo commission will 
reconsider its admissions policy and 
come up with an admissions cost 
which will support the zoo without 
preventing attendance by all citizens, 
regardless of their economic situation. 

I would also like to suggest that the 
individual in charge of the instruc
tional displays describing the animals 
check his grammar and spelling on 
both the existing units and future 
ones. 

I would also like to suggest that the 
officials get more animals out in sight. 
There were too few animals in evi
dence and too many exhibits which 
were empty or closed. 

And a word to the public. I do not 
want to be declared Riverbanks 
Zoological Park Public Enemy Number 
One, but they have a long way to go 
before a trip to your zoo will be worth 
$2.25 of my money. Until it is finish
ed you may want to stay at home and 
watch "Wild Kingdom" or "Untamed 
World" on television. It's cheaper, 
cooler, and you'll see a lot more 
animals. If they ever get the zoo 
finished, try it then.-Buck Miller. 
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stated that "under the well directed fire of his [S.D. 
Lee's] guns the enemy's lines were broken and fell 
back in confusion." President Jefferson Davis was 
even more lavish in his praise, stating, "I have reason 
to believe at the great conflict on the field of 
Manassas he served to turn the tide of battle and 
consummate the victory." 

At the battle of Sharpsburg (Antietam), Lee again 
performed distinguished service and won new laurels. 
During the battle which subsequently became known 
as "Artillery Hell," his six batteries continually 
dueled the superior guns of the Army of the 
Potomac. His guns maintained their position and were 
not silenced . His command paid heavily for its valor 
and determination, suffering more than 85 casualties 
and losing 60 horses. 

Antietam was a severe blow to Confederate hopes , 
but for Lee it had been one of his best performances 
and had established him as one of the finest artillery 
officers in the army. Following the battle, the Army 
of Northern Virginia underwent a reorganization of 
command . The reorganization of the artillery was 
under the direction of Gen. William Pendleton, to 
whom the commanding general recommended that 
Lee and Col. Thompson Brown be ordered to effect 
the reorganization. Gen . Lee considered both officers 
highly professional and felt that they would ensure a 
speedy and efficient reorganization . 

Lee, however, was not to be a part of this 
reorganization, since he was transferred to the west
ern theater . Confederate military fortunes in the west 
were at a low ebb, because the South had lost the 
battles of Shiloh, Ft. Donelson, Ft. Henry and the 
states of Missouri and Kentucky. Vicksburg was 
under serious pressure, and if it fel I the Confederacy 
would be split in half. This situation at Vicksburg was 
critical and demanded immediate attention. The 
Confederate administration was under intense criti
cism from the people of the Mississippi Valley , who 
felt that the threat to Vicksburg was not receiving 
adequate attention from the government. They were 
also annoyed by what they regarded as preferential 
treatment for the Army of Northern Virginia in the 
assignment of officers. 

Davis was aware of both the discontent and the 
strategic importance of Vicksburg. He realized that 
Vicksburg with its high bluffs commanding the 
Mississippi River demanded an artillery officer who 
could use the heights to greatest advantage. To quiet 
public discontent, therefore, and at the same time 
provide for the defense of Vicksburg, he asked Gen. 
Robert E. Lee to pick his most efficient artillery 
commander for duty at Vicksburg. The commanding 
general chose Stephen Lee, even though the Virginian 
felt he would be greatly weakening his own army. To 
further attest to his confidence in Col. Lee's abilities, 
Gen . Lee allowed him to choose his own successor for 
command of his battalion . 

On Nov. 6, 1862, Lee was advanced to the grade 
of brigadier general and assigned to the army defend
ing Vicksburg. 

Upon his arrival at Vicksburg, he was assigned to 
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immediate responsibility of the Confederate line from 
Vicksburg to Snyder's Mill and the artillery located at 
Chickasaw Bayou. His first opportunity in overall 
command was not long in coming: Maj. Gen. William 
T. Sherman launched an attack in late December. Lee 
correctly anticipated the point where Sherman's main 
attack would come, and he fortified that position. He 
set up his artillery on the high bluffs overlooking the 
bayou. The swampy ground to his front over which 
the Federal advance would come formed a triangle 
with his artillery batteries aligned on the base. On 
either side of the triangle were streams which formed 
the bayou, and the apex was narrowed by felling trees 
on the right side, which formed an abatis through 
which the Federal army could not advance. The small 
area in which the advancing Unionists would attack 
was a natural obstacle of soft, murky swampland. 

The main thrust of Sherman's attack struck the 
Confederate center occupied by Lee. Lee had only 
2,700 troops to oppose the Union army of nearly 
30,000, yet felt confident that Sherman could not 
capture his position. He determined to allow the 
assaulting Federals initial success in the hope that 
Sherman would further concentrate his forces to 
crack the Confederate center. Sherman sent his forces 
into the smal I triangle of which Lee's infantry and 
artillery had absolute coverage. Lee's artillery and 
infantry poured a devastating enfilade into the 
advancing foe. The small apex made it extremely 
difficult for the Union army to retreat. The result was 
a complete Confederate victory; the Federal army 
sustained 1,776 casualties and was forced to retire 
from in front of Vicksburg. The Confederate army 
suffered only 200 casualties. 

Lee's defeat of Sherman only temporarily relieved 
the pressure on Vicksburg. Early in 1863 the Union 
army moved on Vicksburg again. In an attempt to 
draw Gen. Grant away from Vicksburg, Gen. John C. 
Pemberton attacked the enemy at Champion's Hill. 
Lee again played a conspicuous role in the unsuccess
ful attempt to defeat the Union army. He had three 
horses killed beneath him and suffered a slight wound 
himself. 

On May 2, 1863, Grant decided to take Vicksburg 
by siege. The city held out for more than 60 days 
before the defenders were forced to surrender. During 
the siege, Lee's brigade consistently repulsed the 
Federal advances made against it and only after hard 
fighting withdrew closer to the city. At the time of 
surrender, Federal entrenchments were within 20 feet 
of his own entrenchments. At a council of war held 
to decide whether or not Vicksburg should be 
surrendered, Lee was one of two officers to vote 
against surrender. In casting his vote for continuing 
the defense he argued, "I do not think it is time to 
surrender this garrison and this post yet. Nor do I 
think it practicable to cut our way out ... I still have 
hope of [Gen. J.E.] Johnston relieving the garrison." 

Lee was taken prisoner at the surrender of 
Vicksburg on July 4, 1863. On July 13, along with 11 
other general officers captured, he was exchanged. 
After his exchange, Lee was promoted to the rank of 
major general and assigned to command of all cavalry 
in Mississippi. Pemberton recommended Lee's ap-

pointment to this command, stating, "In my opinion 
nothing will so effectively check Grant as this 
[Lee's] appointment." 

This was Lee's first independent command. His 
assignment called for him to prevent the loss of 
Mississippi and to harrass and retard the enemy's 
movements. It was a difficult assignment, for his 
army consisted of a meager 8,000 men to defend an 
entire state against vastly superior numbers. In 
October 1863 he began a series of moves against 
Sherman, who was advancing from Vicksburg to join 
with the Federal army at Chattanooga. He delayed 
Sherman approximately two weeks in reaching Chat
tanooga. 

On Jan. 11, 1864, the Department of East 
Louisiana, Mississippi and Western Tennessee was 
divided into two separate cavalry departments. Lee 
was given command of the southern department, and 
Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest commanded the north
ern department. In mid-February, however, Gen. 
Leonidas Polk, overall department commander, ap
pointed Lee commander of all cavalry west of 
Alabama. The new command included all the inde
pendent cavalry units. Lee, who was noted for his 
ability to work well with both superiors and subor
dinates, was an excellent choice to coordinate the 
operations of the various commands. 

Foremost among the independent commanders 
was the controversial Forrest. As a fighter, Forrest 
had no equal, but he had frequent confrontations 
with the officers under whom he had served. Lee 
recognized ·that the success of his new command 
depended largely on Forrest. They had coordinated 
their operations in Mississippi on several occasions 
and had worked well with each other. Accordingly, 
Lee wrote Forrest concerning tactical operations, 
emphasizing his confidence in Forrest's ability, in
forming Forrest that he did not intend to interfere 
with his command; Forrest would be left to follow 
his own tactical judgment. This approach proved 
immensely successful: Forrest cooperated fully and a 
deep feeling of mutual respect developed between 
them. 

Lee's service as the department cavalry com
mander was brief. On May 9, 1864, Polk was 
transferred to the Army of Tennessee, and Lee was 
elevated to the command of the department. He 
asked to be removed from the command because he 
had been elevated above officers senior to him in 
rank. President Davis, however, remained unalterable 
and retained him in command. 

Command of the Department of Alabama, Missi
ssippi and East Louisiana held little prospect for Lee 
to win laurels or lasting success. The department was 
virtually without troops since most of the units had 
been sent to Gen. J.E. Johnston's Army of Tennessee. 
The few remaining troops were scattered throughout 
the department in small, detached units. 

On June 23, 1864, Lee was promoted to the grade 
of lieutenant general, which at age 30 made him the 
youngest I ieutenant general in the Confederate Army. 
Early in July he was forced to make his first and most 
important decision as commander of an army. 
Sherman's advance had reached the outskirts of 
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Atlanta, but it was a precarious position. Sherman 
had to depend on a single railroad supply line 
stretching from Nashville. If the Confederates could 
cut th is vital supply line, then Sherman would be 
forced to abandon his advance. Gov. Joseph E. Brown 
of Georgia and Gen. J.E. Johnston strenuously urged 
the war department to order Forrest to make a raid 
against Sherman's line in Tennessee. Sherman was 
aware of his vulnerability and realized that Forrest 
was the most serious threat to his supply line. 
Accordingly, to occupy Forrest, he moved an army of 
14,000 men under Maj. Gen. A. J. Smith into 
Mississippi. 

Lee was faced with the choice of deciding whether 
to allow Forrest to make an excursion into Tennessee 
against Sherman's supply line or to retain him in 
Mississippi to meet the enemy force under Smith. 
Davis and his military adviser, Gen. Braxton Bragg, 
informed him that they felt Johnston should be able 
to strike a blow against Sherman's supply line. The 
final decision, however, was left to Lee. Lee knew 
that he could not hold Mississippi without Forrest. 
Not knowing the objective of the enemy under 
Smith, he determined that he must defend the state. 
Thus, he ordered Forrest to intercept Smith. 

Lee has come under severe criticism for his 
decision to keep Forrest in Mississippi. Some critics 
feel that he missed an excellent opportunity to force 
Sherman to withdraw from Atlanta. Their evidence is 
inconclusive, and there is no assurance that Forrest 
could have succeeded in cutting Sherman's supply 
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line. In addition, the departure of Forrest would have 
left Lee to oppose Smith's army of 14,000 with less 
than a third that number. Finally, the people of 
Mississippi did not feel that their state should be 
weakened to such an extent that it would be open to 
an almost unopposed invasion. In reality Lee had no 
choice, and his decision was supported by Forrest, 
who felt that it would be "impolitic to leave the 
prairie country almost unprotected." 

The invading army under Smith was not the only 
problem facing Lee. The threat against the important 
port of Mobile was growing more imminent, and his 
presence was urgently needed. Accordingly, Lee 
decided to join Forrest near Okolona, Miss., hoping 
that the combined forces could quickly defeat Smith 
and allow him to return to Mobile while Forrest 
attacked Sherman's supply line. 

Smith marched into Mississippi and concentrated 
his forces near the important rail center of Tupelo. 
He positioned his troops on a small knoll which 
commanded the surrounding area and blocked the 
only avenue to Tupelo. Lee and Forrest had com
bined their forces and approached Tupelo. Upon their 
arrival they found Smith in his well-entrenched 
position. They were reluctant to attack such a 
superior position with their force, which was only 
three-quarters the size of the enemy force. Lee, 
however, did not feel that he could wait Smith out, 
because a strong Union army was advancing against 
Mobile, another force was moving from Vicksburg 
and a third Union force was advancing into northern 
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Statue of Gen. Stephen D. Lee at Vicksburg, 
Miss., where Lee was instrumental in de
fending that city during 1863. Ironically, Lee 
died in Vicksburg in 1908 while he was 
president of the United Confederate Veterans. 

. .. .. 

Alabama. The three-pronged assault, if successful, 
could trap Lee's army and force him to surrender. 

On July 14, 1864, Lee launched an attack against 
Smith. His strategy called for a coordinated assault 
with the army divided into three wings. Unfortunate
ly, the sound of the signal gun to commence the 
attack failed to carry to the separate commands, and 
the units went into action in piecemeal, separate 
attacks. The battle dragged on throughout the day 
and resumed the following morning. Shortly after 
noon on July 15, Smith began to fall back toward 
Tennessee. Although the battle had gone badly for 
the Confederates, the immediate threat to Mississippi 
was over. 

Shortly after the battle of Tupelo, Lee was 
transferred to the Army of Tennessee and placed in 
command of John Bell Hood's old corps. Hood 
replaced J.E. Johnston as the Army of Tennessee's 
comanding officer . With in the rank and file there was 
some skepticism and opposition to Lee's appoint
ment. He had not previously served with the Army of 
Tennessee, and many resented his appointment, 
feeling that one of the army's own division com
manders should have been elevated to the command; 
however, Lee quickly became a favorite with the 
men. 

Lee joined the Army of Tennessee on July 27. On 
July 29 Hood ordered him to attack the Federal 
army, under Gen. 0. 0. Howard . During the ensuing 
battle of Ezra Church, Lee failed to drive Howard 
from his well-entrenched position. His corps suffered 
heavily, sustaining 2,800 casualties in the near 
suicidal attack. 

The unsuccessful attempt to dislodge Howard 
from Ezra Church enabled Sherman to extend his 
right further and endanger the Confederate line of 
communications. Hood, trying to remove the danger, 
made the tragic blunder of dividing his army in the 
face of a vastly superior enemy. One army he 
dispatched to Jonesboro, 22 miles south of Atlanta, 
under Gen. William Hardee. Lee's corps was included 
in this force. Hood then committed an even greater 
tactical blunder by allowing Sherman to wedge his 
army between the separate Confederate wings. 

Hardee struck Sherman before Sherman could 
mass his forces near Jonesboro. The small wing 
fought determinedly, and although the Confederate 
line of communications was severed, Hardee had 
prevented the destruction of the Confederate army. 
Lee and his corps played a vital role in the battle. 

Sherman's severance of Hood's line of communica
tions forced the Confederates to evacuate the city of 
Atlanta. Hood believed that his best course of action 
was to raid Sherman's line of communications. In 
order to accomplish this, he moved his army into 
northern Alabama to circle behind Sherman's army. 

Sherman learned of the Confederate plan and 
abandoned his communication line. To occupy Hood, 
he sent an army of 30,000 men under Gen. John 
Schofield into Tennessee to unite with the Federal 
army at Nashville. Hood attacked Schofield at Frank
lin, Tenn., on Nov. 30, 1864. The Federal army 
was positioned on a ridge which commanded the 
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open ground to its front for more than a mile. The 
Army of Tennessee made six headlong frontal assaults 
into the face of terrible artillery and rifle fire . 
The Confederates succeeded in carrying portions of 
the enemy line but were compelled to withdraw due 
to an insufficient number of men to hold the 
captured positions. 

The Army of Tennessee paid fe'arfully for its 
bravery at Franklin, suffering 5,000 casualties, includ
ing six generals. Lee, whose corps had fought magnifi
cently during the battle, thought it one of the hardest 
fought battles he had ever witnessed. He considered 
the charge of Johnston's division "the most gallant 
feat of arms" of the entire war. He praised the heroic 
actions of his own army at Franklin and also of the 
members of the Union army, which he felt "were 
second to none." 

At the disastrous battle of Nashville, Lee had the 
best corps in the Army of Tennessee. On Dec. 15, 
1864, the combined army of Schofield and Gen . 
George Thomas, "The Rock of Chickamauga," num
bering 60,000 men, struck the Army of Tennessee, 
numbering 37,000, at Nashville . On the second day of 
battle Thomas launched the main thrust of his assault 
against Lee's corps on the right. The corps fought 
valiantly under the courageous, detached leadership 
of Lee, repulsing charge after charge made by the 
enemy. They held this ground, but elsewhere the 
battle was a disaster for the Confederates, because the 
other two corps were shattered and fled in confusion. 
To prevent the destruction of the entire army, Lee 
was ordered to give up his position and fight a 
holding action on the Franklin Pike to allow the army 
to escape. 

Wounded during rearguard action, Lee was forced 
to relinquish his command and repair to Columbus, 
Miss., to recuperate. Here he met and married Regina 
Harrison. 

The Confederacy was now doomed, and the 
outcome was only a matter of time. Lee returned to 
his command just in time to surrender with Johnston 
and Beauregard to Sherman in Durham, N.C., on 
April 26, 1865. 

Lee's military career in the Confederate Army was 
an excellent one. As a capable, conscientious and 
steadfast officer, he rose from the rank of captain to 
lieutenant general, being one of only three South 
Carolinians to attain that rank, along with James 
Longstreet and Wade Hampton. He fought with 
distinction in three theaters of the war and was the 
only general officer to serve in all three branches of 
service-cavalry, infantry and artillery. 

Jefferson Davis summed up his service to the 
Confederacy in the following manner: "Stephen D. 
Lee was one of the best all around soldiers we ever 
had. I tried him at the artillery, and he handled the 
guns so superbly that I thought we could never spare 
him from that arm of service. I tried him at cavalry, 
and I thought he was born for that branch alone; and 
when I put him to command infantry, he was equally 
able in that position." 

Lee had served the Confederacy with distinction . 
When the war ended, he followed the advice of 
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Had Napoleon had a copy of Sandlapper, he 
probably would have been so overcome by the 
beauty of South Carolina and the richness of its 
heritage that he might have traveled to Charleston, 
instead of blundering into Wellington at Waterloo. 
But c'est la vie. 

Give yourself a royal treat, and help us celebrate 
South Carolina. Subscribe to Sandlapper-The 
Magazine of South Carolina. Only $12.00 plus sales 
tax for 1 year; $20.00 for 2 years; $30.00 for 3 
years. Use the handy envelope in the magazine. 

Sandlapper Press, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 1668 

Columbia, S. C. 29202 
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another general named Lee and set busily to the task 
of binding up the wounds of the South. 

Still a young man in his early thirties, he settled 
with his young and beautiful wife, Regina, on 
Devereux plantation in Noxubee County, Miss. For 
the next ten years, his efforts were directed at 
farming and making the plantation a success. His 
efforts, however, proved futile, and the venture ended 
in failure. This period of his life was further clouded 
by his wife's contraction of dropsy in 1868. For the 
rest of her life, her health continued to decline, 
leaving her a semi-invalid. 

In 1876 Lee became associated with the Alabama 
Gold Life Insurance Co., but the declining health of 
his wife forced him to relinquish his position. In 1878 
he decided to enter politics. Failing to secure the 
Democratic nomination for the Mississippi state 
senate, he entered the race as an independent and 
won a very close election. As a state senator, he 
fought for the establishment of a state-supported 
industrial college, feeling that the South's best means 
of economic recovery was through industrial develop
ment and training citizens for skilled labor. In 1880 
the Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College 
was established at Starkville, and Lee was appointed 
president of the college . He was an excellent choice . 
Through his untiring efforts, the college survived its 
infant years of meager financial support from the 
state legislature and opposition from many of the 
state's leaders. Lee also successfully resisted all 
attempts to change the college from industrial to 

I iberal arts. 
On May 1, 1899 Lee resigned as president of 

Mississippi A & M College to accept an appointment 
by President William McKinley as a commissioner of 
the newly created Vicksburg National Military Park. 
In the same year he began to help in the organization 
of the Confederate veterans, and at the death of John 
B. Gordon in 1904, he was elected commander-in
chief of the United Confederate Veterans. Lee con
sidered his selection as the greatest honor bestowed 
upon him during his lifetime. 

He devoted the remaining years of his life to 
working with the United Confederate Veterans and 
promoting the establishment of state and national 
parks at Civil War battlegrounds. He addressed in
terested groups throughout the nation, stressing the 
significance of the war and its impact on the history 
of the United States. He also urged that monuments 
and other memorials be erected to honor the Union 
and Confederate soldiers who served during the war. 
His speeches concerning the war were well received all 
over the republic, and his efforts contributed signifi
cantly to the renewed interest shown in the war 
during the first quarter of the century. 

His death in 1908 at the age of 64 was lamented in 
North and South alike. In tribute, President Theodore 
Roosevelt ordered that all United States flags be 
flown at half-mast. 

Larry E. Pursley is a free-lance writer from Columbus, 
N. C. 

A GREAT VACATION OR WEEKEND COULD BE ONLY 
THIRTY MINUTES FROM YOUR DOOR ..... . 

ENJOY SOUTH CAROLINA 

Sandlapper 
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= = ><:>< = >C AN T I Q U ES = =>< = = = 
NOTTINGHAM ANTIQUES. 166 Alabama St. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302. Dealer to the dis
criminating. 18th and 19th century furniture 
Decorative accessories. 

>C><>C><,C:,.--=-ANTIOUE PRINTS ><>C><>O>C>< 

INTRODUCING OUR 1974 catalog of antique 
prints and maps. Catesby, Edwards, Gould ... 
Many state and regional maps. Two dollars. 
Musgrove Mill, 393 East St. John St., Spartan
burg, S. C. 29302. 

"----... 00 ANTIQUES& GIFTS- ,,,,.,,. 

WILLIAM KEY INTERIORS. Offering an ex· 
citing collection of gifts, accessories and furni 
ture. Antique, Traditional and Contemporary. 
For office and home. Displayed in a gracious 
town house setting. 909 East Washington 
Street, Greenville, South Carolina. 233-4469 or 
233-4479. 

YANCEY COUNTY COUNTRY STORE, 
Burnsville, North Carolina, in beautiful YANCY 
COUNTY. 37 miles NE of Asheville on 19E or 
30 minutes from BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY via 
Spruce Pine or Route 80. 14 "JAM PACKED" 
ROOMS!! EVERYTHING, new and old, from 
calf weaners to "Ground before your eyes" 
PEANUT BUTTER . Open all year (Sundays 
from noon). COME SPEND SOME TIME!! 
Parkway Playhouse, Music in the Mountains, 
Painting in the Mountains, Penland Craft 
School, Mount Mitchell, and Nu Wray Inn. 
YOU WON'T BE SORRY!! For information 
write Box 8, Burnsville, North Carolina, 28714. 

= = = ART R ESTO R AT I ON = ><:>< = 
YOUR TREASURED PORTRAITS, paintings 
faithfully cleaned, relined, restored. Mrs. B. W. 
Moorman, 1342 Heatherwood Road, Columbia, 
South Carolina, 29205. 782-5941. 

~._,.-=- =~,...__-- BOOKS · -- ,-,...::.:x...::,.,c:,. 

HAMPTON BOOKS. Old and rare books, 
prints, posters, maps. Rt. 1, Box 76, Newberry, 
S.C. 29108. Ph. 276-6870 (US Hwy. 176, 2 mi. 
N. of S.C. 34) . 

===>C COATS OF ARMS =><><:><>=<>C>< 

HAND PAINTED, RESEARCHED heraldic de
signs-crewel and needlepoint arms-kneeling 
bench. Heritage Arts, Box 468, Edgefield, S.C. 
29824. 

><:>< >=< = MET AL DETECTOR = ><:>< = 
WHITE'S METAL DETECTORS. Mineral and 
metal locators in stock. Columbia Gun Ex
change, 6306 Devine Street. 776-4563. 

July 7974 

>C:>< >C>OC:>< -..::: N EE D L EWOR K ::»<?< >C:>< >C:>< 

AUTHENTIC NEEDLEPOINT college emblems 
painted on canvas, yarn included. Special: coats 
of arms painted on canvas, yarn included (allow 
two weeks for delivery). Also, we will do your 
research. Graphs, canvas and yarn for S. C. 
palmetto tree and medical caduceuses. Nation
ally advertised Icelandic Kits for ponchos and 
ski sweaters. Imported yarns, materials, crewel 
and needlepoint. Assorted pocketbook kits. 
Folline's Knit and Bridge Studio (next to the 
A&P), 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S. C. 
29205. Phone '253-9748. 

=== RESORT PROPERTY === 
RESORT INVESTMENT, sales, rentals. Garden 
City and Murrells Inlet. Large selection of 
ocean front and water-oriented properties. 
Dunes Realty, Inc., Atlantic Avenue, Garden 
City, South Carolina, 29576. 803-236-2755. 

RESORT INVESTMENTS, sales, rentals. 
Garden City, Murrells Inlet, and Litchfield 
Beaches. Large selection of ocean front and 
water-oriented properties. Dunes Realty, Inc., 
Atlantic Avenue, Garden City, South Carolina, 
29576, 803-236-2755 or Townsend Real Estate 
Company, P. 0. Drawer 157, Pawley's Island, 
South Carolina, 29585, 803-237-4473 . 

RETIREMENT OR INVESTMENT PROPER
TY on and around 18-hole golf course in South 
Carolina. Call 803-894-3666 or write Cooper's 
Creek Golf Club, P. 0. Box 968, Pelion, South 
Carolina, 29123. 
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Overlooking the harbor 
in Old Charleston 

South Carolina's Finest 
Restaurants Serve 

Pond-Raised Catfish From 

Wadboo Fisheries 

Ful I Line of Restaurant 
Seafood Products. 
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Highway 402 P.O. Box 506 

Moncks Corner, S. C. 29461 

(803) 899-7 494 

$2~A Mini-
The ~Vacation 

Enjoy great weekend fun in Greenville 
at the Thunderbird. Your luxury room 
with color TV is only $24 for a family 
of four, Friday and Saturday nights. 
Relax and sunbathe by the pool, enjoy 
great food in the Country Kitchen Res
taurant and thrill to live entertainment 
in the Thunderbird Lounge. A great 
weekend of fun and relaxation. Come and 
enjoy! 

Feast At Our Buffet 
Featuring Country Kitchen Gookin' 

Evening $2.95 - Sundays $2. 75 

Phone 233-4651 
291 By-Pass 

Across from Textile Hall 
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personally .... 

A dynamic and creative monthly periodical 
reflecting the best that South Carolina and its 
people have been, are now, and will be! 

This month I'm pleased to introduce our Account Executive Brian L. 
Taylor to you. Brian was born in Columbia and has always lived in South 
Carolina. He attended the University of South Carolina and Clemson 
University, and he currently makes his home in Lexington. 

Brian travels the most widely of any staff member in performing his main 
duty , the selling of advertising space in Sandlapper. He says, "I feel strongly 
about the quality of the advertising and of the products advertised in 
Sandlapper; we have a duty to the public, to present information on quality 
products, and to our sponsors, to present the best coverage of their products 
possible ." 

The 40 percent of advertising material in each issue of the magazine pays 
the printing bill for that issue and makes the 60 percent editorial content 
possible. "Many people are unaware," Brian says, "that Sandlapper is a 
wholly privately operated business . We receive no funding from state taxes or 
from civic organizations, such as the chamber of commerce, which make 
many regional publications possible." 

Brian enjoys meeting with business people throughout South Carolina and 
out of state and hearing their opinions on and suggestions for improving 
Sandlapper. "I think that, by far, we have the best all-round regional 
publication available," he says. "We certainly present the best of South 
Carolina to a broad spectrum of people." 

Brian enjoys his travel and, in his leisure time, likes hunting, golf, partying 
and water sports. He's especially fond of the Low Country and calls himself 
an adopted Charlestonian . An avid reader, he is constantly looking for new 
books to enjoy. The South Carolina History Illustrated department in 
Sandlapper is his favorite, "because of it's educational value," he says . 
Overall, though, Brian's favorite aspect of his work is the opportunity to meet 
and get to know people. 

I hope that you are all enjoying the vacation season and that some of our 
vacation ideas in this issue will make your summer trips a little richer and 
more exciting. I hope to hear from each of you soon. 

~~~-~ 
Kay N. Langley, Publisher 

Sandlapper 
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Greater protection 
means greater production. 

Financial security in case of illness is important to employees. 
Knowing that they have the best available health coverage 
lets them work with peace of mind. 
Thousands of distinguished firms in South Carolina have chosen 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield for their employees, because they know 

C lC! 1 1:~ucrtance of getting the best there is. p. £ ~ D • Bh.ie·Ctass and Blue Shield of South Carolina is more than protection 
· "'" - it's peace of mind. 

MAY 14 2003 

Dedicated to your 
best interest ... 

.. '
.··.~"' 

• Blue Cross® 
Blue Shield® 
of South Carolina 

® Registered Mark of Blue Cross Assoc iation @' Registered Mark of Natio nal Association of Blue Shield Plans 

S. C. Sta~ Lturary 
-?. 




